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PROLOGUE

-"The convenqonal way_to define curriculum is to refer
to the variety of iastructional activities planned and.pro-
vided for pupils by the local school or school system. The
definition is all right;-it simply lacks vigor. Curriculum is
a vital, moving, comrilex interaction of people and tilings in

a free-wheeling setting. It includes questions to debate,
forces to rationalize,cgoals to illuminate, programs to
activate, and outcomesto evaluate."

J. Lloyd Trump and Delmas Miller:, Secondary School
Curriculum Improvellent: Challenges, Humanism, Accountability.
(Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1973),T.13.

`S.
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INTRODUCTION

4
Humanistic change in American secondary education has

most recently-focused on.the student priority of individuali-

zation and choice_iri curriculum& Aside from the numerous

internal classroOm efforts of teachers to individualize

.through the use of pupilteach6r planning,, programmed instruction,

hcmogeneous grouping, learning activity packages dr contracts,

independener:tudy, etc. the external curriculum progr(am-is-

also undergoing,drastic revision.' One such change is the

revamping of traditionally required nine-month high schobl

cout"ses into'short elective dourses within a required framework
4

'Ntde

.designed or variety in ofi'ex4ngs, relevancy in conflipt, and

flexibility in scheduling.

in Alternatives in EnglistA

.According to George Hillocks, Jr.

Critical Appraisal of Elective'
4

one of the mostPrograms, "Elective programs,' may well be

significant deyelopments in the English cUpicula of Americ0

high schools duridg the paet *cede."

A :su, vey from the

that the\ verage

6.4-in 19

pl city

1 j,

United States OfIfice of Education reports

number of courses pek secondary pupil Fose from

-61 to 7.1 in 1970-71 mainly as a\rIsult of the multi-

--J.-, 2
short courses introduced.into the curriculum.e This,

,

risè4 popularity of afternatives in high pchool English would

seemindeed typical,of the.humanistic trendjtoward individuali-
-.7F-- -

zation in education whidh we are P'resently experiencing at all

.



11, MescalMessmore has explainedin the' English Journal
#

that now is a timq. of cycliC renewal', "...an evolution from

4/.. the progressive education of forty yearsiago and d'revolution

3
from the ccintent curriculum of the 1960's." Glenys Unruh,

concufred in Educational Leadership that the curriculuM pro-

jects of the sixties erred in their singIe-principle pre-

occupation with.struture theory,aimed initially at'the

4
minority of academically'interested and able students.

.The major impetus toward humanistic change ih English

0

courses in particular.was beg'un at the international:DartMouth

. .

Conference in 1966 with itsthrust to invplve the learner

creatively in choosing and shaping hisown. lçaçning experiences
t\',OP

1 .

within a compreihenspie Linguistic enivronment., Albert H.

.

Marckwardt in The Buitetin of the National Association of
i

Secondary Principals concludet from the DartMouth eXperience
45

that, "If there is a 'new Engli'sh', it is to be found by

re-examining and re.,interpreting the chil spxpetiences in

language er than by introducing npw ntent as has been

characteristic of.curriculum change in certain other schdol

6
subjectl,(notably mathematics-, science, and -geography:"

A . .

Aspirations 'fOr a "new English" did first take the form

adding content -- such as the -history of the language,
1

semantics, theories of grammar, the.study bf dialects and

m iass meda --
.

to 'an area which was already top-heavy.

far
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3

Those who favor the, short-coursel elective System are more pYon

to .stop agonizing over inner structure, sTquence, or essentfial

core -experiences-and to agtee with.the' premise of G. Robert Carlsen

in the English Journal that this Supject is fmore like a massiVe

, / J

jigsaw puzzle, a.process7centered tAher than goal-centered
,,-

discipline', something ipie practice rather than acheive.7
1.
Ad-

,

.-'. :I ,* '.'\,
. '' ' .,

vocates of a humanistic "new lish".for the seN.TentieS are

more concerned/that S-Eudents give-responsible to shaping.the
6

curriculut,learn intelligent decision-%aking by electing

wisely, and,share-their heEeirogenei4y as a source of stimulatibn

/.
and ci.)eativity.

Any curricular program, innov4tivgle or traditional, merits

frequent and careful evaluation to aSsess i/ts, relative effective-

ness. HumaniAs contend that the:cUrticulum shoul offer numerous-

alternatives for Students, rather than expose hem all to the

V
same mechanistic mind7set and skill patterns. -.G.,Robert Carlseh

has characterized the young- f ur present cOunter-culture as

neophyte hImpnists "...conc rned with the quality of being, the

quality of their relationships with others, and the quality of

8
their inner,lives:" This study i*ka direct attempt,to assess

the preceding in three different'high school Settings. This
0,

investigation was also designed to partially answer the 1964

query of John J. DeBoer in The Educatipnal Forum as.to whether

*.

the. new short-course elective system,"...who knows -7 may relax

9



some of the tensions we are creating in so many of our high'I
9

school students."

STATEMENT OF ROBLEM

This project was concerned with t1 he problem of whether

or not the-innovative individualization of selected secondary'

English curricula through non-graded elective sho4-courset,

as opposed"to required heterogeneous grade-groupings with

accelerated and basic classes irA selected traditional .

framework, significantly increased or decreased the factors 3

of academic anxiety, person-group relationshigs, and subject-
.

-satisfaction for high,school students.

DEFINITION OF TERMS,

The following definitions were used coabistently through-

out this investigation. The use of terms was restricted to

the mea ings specified in this section:

econdary Englash curriculum - All subject-matter and'
learning experiences in years 10, 11, 12 of under-
graduate education which are organized-into credit
courses in reading, speaking, writing, listening,
,thinking.

r--

Trad onVi4i 'framework - Secondary.school organizationA
eti iMbracng a generk schedufe of required and elective

.

nine-month courses gea skeci ic grade levels.

Heterogeneous groupings - Classes to whic1 students.have
been assigneoir randomly on the soiebs±s of requiried
Subject and age or.grade

I.

10,
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Accelerated classes - Assignment of superior students to
particular enrichment or in-depth courses,. on thelpvis'
of standardized test scores, past acheivement, and
potential predicted by faculty.

LiA2. classes - Assignment of students performing far
ffelow grade level to remedial or simplified courses-2
on the basis of standardizesS test scores, pa4t
achievement,* and faculty recommendation.

Innovative - "...(nvOlving) deiieerate, novel, specific
change, which .is thought td be more efficacious 41
accomplishing the goals of the system."1°

Individualization - process or product of attempting ter
proVide for human differences in abi tiee, needs,
ambitions, and intersts on intellect , physicai.,
social, and/or emotional levels.

k
Nonqraded groupings - Classes to which students have been

assigned or'have electea which include a combination'
of age and grade levels.

_Short courses - Required andp-lective quarter or semeSter
spbjects geared to spe ic tiopii.cs of study wits .

nOngraded kcross-groupititik by grade and age lqvels.

Required - 0 iigator In prescribbd or adapted forms fo
achiev a d f ite goal.

-Elective - Vol
a given

1

ett.

arily chosen witNlin the,restrictions of
number per category ol Jstated pre-re.quisi'tes.

A ademic anxiety - Apprehen#ion,Ifrustration, and stress
resulting from exposu4e and/ot participation in the

.

subject matter'and learning expetiences of.a given
segment of the SChoof curriculum.

on- rou -relationship - Imagined, perceived, and/or
'actua' status in a particular segment,,of,hUman society.

a

Sub ect satisfacion .T I9trinsiO or extrinsic motivation,
relevancy, and enhanteme'nt of self-dmage attributed
to a given learning situation:

11'
-

44.
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HYpOTHESE5

The study proceeded on the theoretical hypothesis that the

tors of-academic anxiety, person-group relationship, and

subject-satisfaction differ ignificantly among adolescents in
e

a traditional curriculum, in the first year of.an innovative

progrom, an in the second .yea'r of similar shoit-course elective'

individual±zAion.

The operational. hypothesis maintained that z higher lerl'

of academic -anAiety existed in he traditional setting, an even

higher level in the initiation of change, and.a lower level than

either of these tWo in the second year of innovation.

*

The operational hypothesis also maiintained that an Opposite

effect WoulV occur in relation to.person-grouprrelationships and,
4

-subject-satisfaction, which would Acrease perceptibly from the'

itraditionai,to the new to the reasonably stabilizedrchange.

Other guesti.ons hopefully to be...answered were which ability

-level(s) and which age or grade le;fel(s) Ikere most acutely .

affected'in the particular areas and at what sd*.ages in curricufar

design theseexperiences were most evident:

QACiiPTION OF PROJECT
I.

schools,operating in the several.stageS;of pais humanistic

,transition toward individualization are a viable, intriving,.and

sometimes perplexing pirt of professional education 'today.: The

12 .

,
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survey of literaturp to folloW substantlates the pbsition that

'this is nearly a virgin area for educational research, i. e.

thege is little accumMlation of validated experimental results

to guide English or other curriculum planners in decisio4

regarding school organization and course arrangements,,To test

-the previously stated theoretical and operaipt,nal hypotheses,

three local secondary schools in 'various stages of curriculum

reform were selected for the collecaon and analysis,of research
A

data during the spring of 1974.
6'

One school was relatively established and traditional in

its nine-month course scheduel, cautious of change though eager

10
to know experimental outcomes. A second school was engaged in

its first year of massive consolidation and non-graded elective

quarter courses. A third school had weathered the initial

controversy o4 reform d was overtly devoted to the non-graded

semester approach with ourses ability grouped rather than

students. The first was somewhat smaller school distinguished

b/ a warmer family-style r port between faculty and students.

4 The second had recently receied state and national recognition

for its impressively modern open-classroom construction. The

6
tleird school had been noted for its relatively sophisticated

use of technology, i. e. extensive audio-visual aids and an

on-site television studio.

I 3
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St: Stephy High School, t predominently surburban-rural

. .
)

institution in Catawba Couzy, had a'tr'aditional four-year

curricWar programHwhich providdd the standard courses required

tor/secondary graduation 4n North Cqrolina and a limited

seleciion of nine-month elective couises. See Appendix H.

,

Twenty-five students from each grade were selected-for one

'accelerated Englih class per grade on the basis of an intelli-
'of

gence quotient of 120 or iligheir,majority" of A and B grad6s

related .sub)pct areas, achievemeht oks,\at least two grade levels

above present grade level, and the recommendations of past teachers.

The Chairman of the Englis-h"Department, who taught the accelerated.

classes; made the'final decisiOn as to which students would b

selected. There was.also a basic English class per grade for those

students who evidenced the need for remedial help with reading and

were referred by past teachers. %Other students were heterogeneously

,grouped for a required nine-month English course each year. The

enrollment last year in grades 10, 11, and 12 at St. Stephen's

was six hundred students.

Freedom High School, a senior urban-surburban-rural con-

solidated ins*ution in nearby Burke County, had this pestloyear

lirstituted a flexible curriculum with a variety of quarter courses

given fractional time values.relat±ve to nine-month courses.

Subjects were elective within the confines of so "any quarter unit?'

from those categories required for North.Carolina high school

1,4
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graduation. Secheduling for the required courses Were flexible,

a
and there were both required and electiv%selections available

C-

for all

for the

ability fevels as well as those with various ambitions

future Some courses had prerequisites, and some were

geared to the obligation of several "afters rather than one..

The current catalog, which stressed the' advantages of a more

comprehensive curriculum, urged studtnts to chodse -wisely and

411

consult college requirements when planning courAe schedules..

See Appendix I. Students received course Orientations beyond

catalog.descriptions in that they might choose various courses in

which. to spend.their study time as a preliminary to selecting
4

4

#14\ourses. The enrollment last year at Freedom% as approximately

one thousand students. _r

Hickory High School, a senior urban-surburban center

serving one city, was in its second year of a modified-elective

semioter system geared to levels of course difficulty, rather

than ability levels of.students who were strongly encouraged to

choose discriminately. Students were required to obtain a minimbm

of points- to satisfy graduation requirements, and courses varied

somewhat in point value. Categories for required courses were,

of course, geared to the North Carolina requirements for,high

school graduation though the range of "required electives" was

considerable. College-bound students were strongly encouraged to

consult with the Guidance Department. Students with sF 2iat
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10.

education and vocat'ional.' needs were offered a modified curriculum.

'Parents wereencouraged. to assist students in selecting courses

beyond the required subjects, which were recommended by teachers

arid counselors at registration on the basis of an individual's

past achievement, abilities, and interests. See Appendix J

Ttle enroll ment last yeart at Hickory High was approxl.matelY eight

hundred students.

. The proposed project involved investigative bigrOund
A

reading and standardized non-projective teating of-English

students in'grades 10, 11, and 12 of these three secondary

s,

schoolthy*ith comparison of inter/intrascholastic 'data as a

result. Areas of vital concern were academic anxiety, person-

-group relat ips, and subject satisfactidn relative to the

nature, style, and stage of the curricular pattern in action.

Hopefully this mdnner of formative evaluation, if the hypotheses

"were proven valid, would serve as an impetus for change to

traditional secondary schools and a note of encouragement to

high schools in an earli, stage of transition. Otherwise the

results could prove uselful to those schools with ahy variation

of short-course elective program which are seeking to improve

or refine in so far as psyckhological implications for students

art concerned.

Though somewhat different in immediate geographical back-

ground, school enriAlment, sChedipling, and architectural facilities
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.

-- the three schools elected fcr the survey had common their
. e ,

.,

. attempts at creating a Mor'e tuthane English cunli ulum tftrough
_

( .
( -.

.

offering alternativés to oftimes frustrated you whohadrft-..\
\

common the same basic developmental taskS and ran e of li e_

concerns evidenced from Maine to HaWaii in the review of

professional literature to follow. Administr4tors,

,,
scklool teachers and students, as weI1 college Studentteachers

.

at St: Stephen's, Freedom, and Hi,ck ry evidedced a splendid

interest and cooperation in the.completion of this research

_project by contkib'utincitboth to product and process. vSee

Appendices A and B . Commonalities of concern and the:

possible value of such reiearch to curriculum planning alsOS

led to personal encouragement and advice from the North Carolina

Department of Public Instruction. See Appendix G .
a

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

Professional literature on the formal or scientific-

evaluation of affective outcomes for either traditional or

innovative English programs was veryfdifficult to trace and

secure. This was partly due to an over-emphasis on cognitive

assessment in traditional secondary programs which did evaluate

and partly due to the-fact that short-course elective programs

have emerged during the past decade. Most literature. was

recent and perioldiCal in nature with early positive accounts,
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of the.advantages of electivia innovations and later accounts of

various problems encounte4-0d wiuth some possible solutions.

Several state departments of public instruction have published

mimeogragbs of guidelinels,..and appraisals for secondary English

fli

department; and microfidhe,of a_limited number bfdocuments
40

wereavailablefrom the Educational Res urces*formation Center

11110
Nft of the National hcil of Teachers. of English. Very recent

1 ,

professional books oh secondarY curriculum and_English.methods"

includeda, brief,explanatory section under student-centeied
,P

innovations.

Only three formal.research'sourceS wereavaiiable to this Oe

date, all notihg the need for valid-formative evaluation f

both a cognitiVe and affective natture. The most complete andA

authoritative source appeared to be Alternatives in English:,

A Critical Araisal o f Elective Programs by George Hillocks, Jr.,

a state-of-the-arts paperback publication in 1972 by the National

Center of Educational Research and Development of the United

States Office of Education. An Evaluation of Pro eCt APEX:

A Nongraded Phase-Electime English Program. l'Itenton, Michiganf
t.

by theipame author attempted to compare certain aspects of

. APEX (Appropriate Placement fOr Excei4i: ,1 with those of.two
4?:

traditional programs-similar in socio-econom47c environment over
.11

a three-7year perj.od. lhe thirdtsOurce was microfiche of an

unliublished thesis entitled The Multiple Elective Program in English

written by R. Ci'aig Hogan in partial fUlfillthent for the Master

ls . *
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of EdCation Degree at Indiana University of Pennsylvania in

1971.

Another promising eva1u4ion in 19 , "A Study of Attitudes

'and Performance of High School Students EnritLed in Elective

English Programs," was decovered too late to include in this

survey of literature.- This study, now available from the

Educational Resources Information Center )(ED-082-232) compared

affective and cognitive results'among high schools witth a
/

r (% -
.

.
. .

traditiodal program, an elective and and.,elective pro-
. r

. .

gram with prerequisite diagnost&-prescrkptive.remetion.
,

Presbmably at this time there are numerous such and simiiar

research projects underway which would make further investigation
b

of professiohal literature both an intellectual challenge and a

'practical adiontage for those involved in planning and revising

any discipline of secondary curriculum. Otherwyse the'literature

a r--
surveyed was hkghly descriptive.of the development of individual

programs with their latent or obServed strengths and weaknesses.

Selected positive accounts of short-elective innovations

in English praised the fact that students had a smorgtsbord of

*hopefclly more relevant cobrses from which to tailor-make a

personal curriculum, while teachers im the opportunity to

11
specialize within the range ofAtheir talents. The ekective

English programs were said to proliferate spontaneous alternatives

within orderly process which lead to deeper involvement, commitment,

12
and enjoyment for Students. Results seelird to show a decrease

19
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in discdpline problems due to increased motivation and increased

morale among faculty as the learning environment berme infiormal,
-13

creative and "atitonomous. Combinations 81f age groups,resulted,

in more aemocratiC groupings,,students were exposed tormore

teachers, and a freel start more often resulted in fewer failures.

Typical.of evaluative prordures'describl in'the periodical
.

was the literature alternate-answef teacher questionllaixe for,

students about theittreactions in retrospe

and activities plus

records of studAkts!:
114 0

"ErygliSh Lab§ SlOpOCialibt at the Kansas Departmentoof

Oucties;der
15

4' d after.innOVation, cording.to,

paréj college

Education:

First reports have been exciting, but
as isto often true of innovations, most of
the W have been published either before the
programs have actually begun or before they
have had time to prove themselves. Seldom
is a program reviewed after it has been
working for two or three years, usually ,

becauee the teachers and administrators
involved are too busy with the momentum
of it to write it up for publication.16

Selected problematic accounts of English short-elective

programs had cited sCheduling when other subjects-remain on a
4i

traditional.basis, deciding what content should be fequired of

students, and the discriminate selection or expense of additional

,

materials as major practical problems.
17 Tte new-era English

4'hc also been derisively termed ",e.Kitsch....a pop-cultural

'melange embracing everything..." which equated liberalizing

2 0
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IP"

oppressive school atmospheres wrth fostering intellectual

18
development. Another sOurce, which noted growihg _discourage- .

ment with the individuallzation.,provided by Englishelectivé

programs, posed that students had beenr deceived with misle*adingly

.brief, incomplete catalog descriptions, by not providing

choices within as 'well as among.courSes, and by not excerisiAg

the English teacher's basic

language,arts.skills
-

Caut on

responsib.lity

I-W

of devqloping

19
on a needs basi hatever thekcourse.

aboUtaurricular extremes had emerged which reminaed

educators th t successfut\experiences for some studeets and
V

faculty may be constkaint for others so the
20

vary in style, schedule, and'emphasis. Another source

options must truly

cited

the necessity for additionak faculty to provide registration
1

coUnseling and smaller classes well as the need ior extended

ikiMeyend consultants to aid in planning truly effective courses.

According to the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction:

Short courses...d not.by th
solve all the prob;Lems f the pa
evident in some programs s a st
.and growing traditionalism t t p
most EnglisA programs before the advent of"
short courses. Many programs, unfortunately,
are-merely restatements of prior ones: con-
tent is the same; classroom tnethodology is
still the same, 80% or more teacher-
-dominated; materials are the same; the
four walls of the classroom have not yet
expanded into the outside world... H22

21

The

electives

selves
Already

iness
vaded

most exhaustive source of researc4 about short-course-

in English was found o be Alternatives in 64glish: A
.3
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1'
tIftical AimraiSal of El lie Programs,.as c>ted earlier. The

report was based on a national survey in 1971 of seventy-Six

ptogram descriptions from school systems in thirty-seven states,

r6Isponses of eighty-Thur cliairmen or upervisors oi elective

programsancLrepOrts bf such progr a variety of journals

A collection of several or all Sludent/responseS on scaled (c'

questionnaire items, usua4Ly prepared and administred IDS,' the,

clapsroom teacher, was found t

evaluation. Over twen y-seVen p

schoolsn,

the most dommon mode o

cent of the retpOndent

reported.no attempt to evaluate; while some sixtprseven

percent used only one method (written/oral) or none at all.

Only seven ograms made use of stanUardi ed tests which were

iCognitive n nature, and theag show no, ppreciable ad vantage

\ of students in elective programs over those in traaional programs.
23

.,

Hillocks surmised that "Collecting.student comments in an
.

\

unsystematic ashion can result in considerable.distortion...
--..

4116

Evaluation is not a simple process. The use.of on y one or two

/ I 4
procedur4 is probably as 4angerous as using none. Twelve

progrqms submitted summaries of student attitude surveys which

showed a hig positive reaction toward the idea of elective

It
i

pro ams'to which illocks concluded that "...Students Consider

any elective program preferable.to non-elective, mandatory one...

Results came reasonably close to a 11- d curve which might

25
be expected in any program.", Hil cks cautioned that the

weaknesses of. the traditional program might well carry-over into

2 2
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Ago 1

Itheshort-course el\ pctive programs unless offeringspnlide valid

_rationale, individuaiization withih cour and warm-<Apport ,

-

with faculty. This sOurce praised the English elective movement
6

-

the basis that many teacher responded with an encouraging
A

sense of professionalism.in planning their own curricula, which

alone made the movement worthy of eAort. Recommendation

4.

included the foliowing:

A darefully constructed questionnaire,'.
designed to get at 'all aspects of student- -NOOR
.attitudes and administered to permit studentS
-T.a degrelO'oc anonymity in reve'aling their
attitudes, Jcan-be used effectively to esti- )
mate responses to particular classes and to
the English progrAm as a whole over a period,
of years...The items themselves and the
administration of the questionnaire shoi.ld
be honest, permitting a student t26mak as

negative a resPonse as he. wishes.

The federally funded evaluat'on of Project APEX involved

i'J'data on student attitudes, the n ature of student's' classroom

experiVnces, and achievement in reading and writing. Standardi

tests and composition samples were used to gauge the latter while

questiepnnaires, classroom observations, and personal interviews

were employed for $:4ta bn attitudes and experiences. Though

reading and writing scores at Trenton dropped from 1968 to 1969,

they were still above and nearly the same as those of the two

control schools. Though the differences in these scores were

statistically significant, Hillocks did not consider them

predictive. Students at Trenton, however, also reported a much

wider range of class 'activities, a higher level of student-initiated

23



tap( in their classes, and a more positive attitudt toward t eir

23
English courses than students in the twO traditional Atols.

Data from the Hill6ck study of APEX WOuld seem to. indicate

N
that ouiginal curricular planning by teachers engendered a wider

range of learning activities, that studénts'were more willing

to voite their ideas in a setEing more nearly homogeneous in
,

nterest and ability, but that the most posItive change was ih

at,tttpde"towai'd school subject.. Hillock readily mitte,d,

'1

4

however, that "...degree of student talk cannot an unqualified J
4

. (

criterion for judging the success of a.course or a program '

and that "...even without the elective program the attitudei of

:Trenton students were far more Litive toward English than those

N*er 29
of students in either of the control sch ols." Adjacent:findings

A

showed a drop in strong interest in li eraturefand grammar courses

at Trmitton from 1967-69, with no change in the attitude toward

composition. Hillocksconcluded, however, from the significantly ,

higher percentages of positive respOnses on the basis of attitude

toward school subject and toward -hglish cla'ss activities that

Trenton stbdet. s found their Englisi; courses more interesting,

rewardin , pract'cal, and enjoyatile than students in the. two
. 30

control -erarliti schools.

;Tii6 thesis-of R. Craig Hogawas a descriptive non-evaluative'

survey of multiple elective Arograms4n eighty-one high schools

across the nation compiled from the,.results of .h questionnaire,

.course catalogs', and journal articles. The study w s concerned

<,

2 4
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with ascertaining the extent of the movement and.,,details of./1

course initiation, scheduling, ability grouping, skill require:
,31

a 444,,

(ments, credits,.and manner, of.beportig progress. Hogan also

comp/(iled data on tte limite)existenc,e o, k..1glish electives at10
,

theAunior high level and on especially unique programs, such'
,

... C . ,
32

.as in humanities:and with thodular(schedufing. -He conclud4d, ')

that:

There is a need of extensive testing
of students to determine pupil progress
and attitude in the new program. ,It also
remains importan't for English teachers to
concern themselves with the effectiveness
o their methods in attainins...student
terest in English, cultivation of A

desir to use the English skills, and '
ac isition of a competency in these *

ill areas. 33

From evidence cited earlier and that.to iiplithe literature

of the.short-course English,elective program provided strong

directiyes as to the specificity of evaluation'. According to
vow

Hillocks who conducted both the national survey and APEX eval-

uation:

What Must concern us most is the
nearly univers'al tendency to base the
program on a series of unexamided
a umptions. That traditional Enejlish

,J,Iesrograms were based on unexamined,
even dangerous, assumptions is cer-
tainly no defense...Whether or not
such positive responses will be
maintained probably depends not so

f
much on the freedom to choose, -as on
the character and quality or instruction
in particular courses...With only a few,'
exceptions, objectives continue to be
so vague that many could apply to any 34-
course in the total high school curriculum.

2 5
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He cited as an example'Nle Ambiguous observationtand question

.
. .. ,

naire evaluation,of pilot courSd=selectives in the Mount Di.ablo

6 (//

Unified Schoollbistrict in alifornia. ..Posessment theie was
A

r
40-- based On qtatements such as "good intellectual climate" Lld

.

, .

"appropriate proportion" which lack definition'in a concret.a/
35

forth and are open to.question- as 'well-as various interprettiOns.
4 T.

Donald Weise,._however, Stronglaffirmed ylkeintegrityahd
\

V valid participa-tion of affective patron aSsessmerit in his recent

statement.in the English. Journal4that'Students- are of course the

.

.-., 36
ultimate evaluation of instruction." Mary Dupuis in a later

i

issue of the same periodical suggestedthat:,

4
need to evaluate stbdent4 on

their attitudes as welltas on the m'at4rils
and skills cOvered,- using a variet4 of fpr el

of assessment....Ap ongoing series of invent
'ories which will'help us'to,determine
attitudes can be scheduled,at particular j7
moments throughout the student's creer."

. .

Mescal Messmore doncunmdand extendedthe proposition that: 1

4

4

.!'Curriculum evaluation -- som thing not
alway§ successfulay handled in the schools -- /

has also changed.as a result of el Ctlive;
programs. Some'sdhools are involv ngs.parents,
as well as students and faculty, evaluation
of the offerings in language arts...Somelsohools
e questionnaires and some have developed a

g oup process with 4.3elegates who represent the
terests of the varl s populations. Clearly

we see the development of new methods of. 38
,

curriculum and course evaluation in the future;

4
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RESEARCH PROCEDURE

This particular research project involved the use of

standardized affective tests, with i erviews and questionnaires

for f y, determine the social-emotional, impaet of

ected English cJirricula on secondary school students. Upon

the permission Qf ach administrative unit, building principal,

and English Department Chairman involve a plan Was implemented

4

to adianister the three validated instruments (Ate-Trait Anxiety

Inventory, Person-Group Relationship Scale, and Purdue Attitude

Scale.Toward Any School Subject) to a random sampling of one

in every five high school students. The administration of the

instruments was pulTosefully schedule when students were

sufficiently advanced in their year, seMester, or quarter to be

cognizant of course intent and familiar with the class setting.

The survey included all senior high tracks or phases and

ability levels with a return of 482 questionnaires, nearly

twenty percent, from a total school enrollment of approximately

2500 students. The department chairmen in the three high schools

were interviewed briefly; and each completed an original written'

questionnaire on background to their present curricular status,
I IA

problems and promise at this time, and future plans for assessing

and/or changing the existing systems. See Appendix F .

No title or explanation was gitven to students with the admin,b)

istration of the three tests other than that they were part of a

2 7 OS
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suivey for a- graduate student. Students were asked to remain

anonymous though several made_no ations on the back of the test

sheet. Students were asked to sp cify the name of their schpol,

year in school, sex, curricular track or phase in which they

found themselves,'grade in English last year, and predicted

grade for English course(s) now being completed. This inform-

ation was used later to selltre as ksy items or variables for

tabulating data to assess differences between means. The

total of ten variables for computer e'rogramming processing

included he preceding plus plus scores indicating anxiety,

attraction, acceptance, and attitude. Totals, means, standar0

deviatione,*etc. were ascertained through use of a Digital

PDP8 Computer on the campuS' of Lenoir Rhyne College.

A nonparametric t test was also administered to determine

'significant diperences between the means obtained from the data.

This.mas' p ropriate, according to Guilford and fruchtels-

Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education, since the

,

numbers of the three samples did not differ markedly, and the

samples h011o markedly differing variances other than the key'

items un nsideration. The assumption' of random normalcy

for this sample population was based on the fact that 'a cross-

-section of all English studenta iA the ihree high schools were

surveyed, and all secondary students in North Carolina must choose

39
the equivalent of one unit of English credit per year.

2 8
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Data analyses were then organized into a series of thirty-

-three tables, twelve of whicW are interspersed with the text

for documentation and clarification'. Returns from the three

schools showed a 'balanced spread of 148 from St. Stephen's,

173 from Freedom, 161 from Hickory. The computer excluded

tabulation and anal iis of Mottle items to be answered by.DEF

stabents at the St. Stephen's High School because they were not

answered as directdd and therefore had hot be4n keypunched.

INSTRUMENTATION

The Burps' Mental Measurements Yearbook (1972) and Buros'

Tests in Print (I:061) were consulted for'appropriate selection

of the following instruments to measure adolescent or adult

degree of acadeinic anxiety, attraction or acceptaae of persons

within a group, and *attitude toward school subject:

tate-Trait Anxiety-Inventory (Appendix C )

Relationship-Scale (Appendix D )

Purd Attitude Scale Toward Any School Subject (Appendix E )

All three tests proved to be brief and convenient to administer.

Unfortunately, however, 'the manuals accompanying these tests recom-

mended hand scoring whiCh delayed for several weeks the knowledge

of tabulated results necessary for completion of key-punch cards
MI

and computer programming.

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory was constructed by C. D.

Spielberger and.R. L. Gorsuch at Vanderbilt University in 1964

2 9
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with test-development activities shifting to FlOrida State

University in 1967. These multiple-choice instruments of twenty

items each were designed to measure tension and apprehension

in response to situations perceived as threatening. Form X-2

which required respondents to indic ate how they_feel at a

particular moment in time (not how they generally feel) wag

chosen for this sur ey. Various studies involving high school

and college students az Well as patient and military populations

...have been used in the validation of this inventory with a high

correlation between the resull and those of previously stan-..,/

Scoring involved determining thedardized personality tests.

S U M of the ten items directly designed as stable distractors,

subtracting the sum of ten reversed items included to describe

anxiety, and adding an appropriate C oqgtent. Scores could then

possibly range from a ow anxiety level of ten to a high anxi ty

40
level of ninety. .......

The Person-Group Relationship scalek conceptualized by Jay

Jackson in 1959, was established de valid and reliable by a report

of Martin Felsen and Arthur Blumberg to the American Educational
v.

Research Association in.1973. *This instrument, which consisted

.
of seventeen items, involved a two d imensional scheme for char-

acterizing the type of psychological group membership an individual

holds on the basis of attraction (degire to remain or engage with

a group) and the basis of acCeptance (recognition of belOngness

,and ability to contribute( The val idating study, sponsored by

30
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fib

SYfacuse University,, submitted data collected from high school

seniors.to an analysis which substantiated the two factors as

relatively ipdependent entities and showed a high Correlation

of Person-Groupscores with those from other validated,instruments.

designed tC test perceptions of group Membership. The two scores

here were derived by adding separately the Likert-type responses .11

to attraction and acceptance items. Attraction scores cOuld range

from a miniMum score of ten to a maximum score of ninety-. Accept-

ance scores,had a possible range of seven (low) to sixty-three
41

(high).

The Purdue Master Attitude Scales, available since 1934,

were based on Thurstone's tgsychological principle that equally

often observed differences are equal. The Scale Toward Any School

Subject, one of a group of,nine directed toward Qther life areas,

was composed of seventeen items which the respondentswerez'asked

to,endorse or reject. The median scale value of the PeMs

endorsed was'the attitude score. A table of scale values as well

as information about rationale, validity, and reliability were

included in the manual- In short,,the Purdue Attitude Scales by

H.' H. Remmers have been validated numerously by differentiating

among attitudes known to be different-among different groups

and against available Thurstone scales which are Considerably

longer. Experimental study has proven that a smaller number of

items does not appreciably lower the reliability of the instrument

as compared to the full-length scale.
42
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INTERPRETATION OF DATA

The theoretical hypothesis upon which thisetudy was based

prO6sed that the factors of-academia aaxiety, person-group

relationships,'and subjeft satisfaction would differ signi-

ficantly.among adol2sents in,a traditional English'cUrriculum,

in the first year of an innovative program, and in the second

year of similarly innovative short-course electives. Pertinent

data to support this position has been summarized in Table.I.

Mean scores on attitude toward school subject as well as

attraction and acceRtairce in the class group were found to be

)
qignificantly higher to levels of .01 and .05 at the traditional

St. Stephen's High School aan at the newly innovative Freedom

or the more established Hickory school. Deree of academic

anxiety was found to be slightly higher at St. Stephen's, but

not to a t level of significance in comparison with the other

two schools.

The first operational hypothesis of the study stated that

a higher level of academic anxiety would exist in the traditional

setting, an even higher levd1 inithe initiation of change, and

a lower level than either of these two in the second year of

innovation. The results of tests performed on the data would

indicate that a portion of this hypothesis must ee rejected:

10 See Table I. Though the mean score for academic anxiety was

Slightly 'higher in the traditional school; the mean score at

3 2
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DEPENDENT

VARIABLE

Attitude to

ST. STEPHENS fit FREEDOM

MEAN1 STAN. MEAN STAN.

DEV. pEv.

H,ICKORY

MEAN STAN.

DEV.. t

LEVEL OF \

SIG.

Subject 7.910 .916 7.440 1.556 3.219 .01

7.910 .916 7.568 1.410 2.496 .05

4

7.440 1.556 7.568 1.410 0.786 NS

AttraCtion ' 62.689 11.222 59.815 14.670 1.940 NS

62.689 11.222 58.770 16.437 2.417 .05

59.815 14.670 58.770 16.457 0.611 NS

Acceptance 47.284 8.094 44.723 10,847 , 2.357 .05

47.284 8.094 45.255 11.643 1.758 NS

44.723 10.847 45.255 11.643, 0.431 NS

Audemic

Anxiety . 64.858 7.649 63.809 1.095 NS

64.858 7.649

,9.213

63.398 9.378 1.488 NS

63.809 9.213 63.398 9.378 0.403 . NS

a
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the school undergoing initiationipf change.% was at a somewhat

lower level, which varied little with the mean score of the

school with the more stabilized but innovative curriculum.'

,

Comparison did indicate, however, that 1.1e third relatively

stabilized school exhibited a lower Mean anxiety score

than either Of the two other schools.

Results here might Well have been influenced by the. time

of year when the test was administeied. The school with the

new curriculum had been in opekation for seven' months allowing

;

time for initial apprehensions to fade and for students to

have earned a definite two-thirde of their final composite

411
yearly grade in English. The tradition 1 school, on the other

hand, was nearing the last critical adipg period of the school

year which would determine for many students the substantial

nature of their year's average .in English.

The second operatironal hypothesis of the study Maintained

that person-group relationships and subject satisfaction would

increase perceptibly from the traditional school to the new

school to the one with reasonably stabilized change. A majot

portion of this hypothesis must also be rejected. See Table I.

Mean scores for both attraction and acceptance proved to be

higher to a .05 level of significance at the traditional school

'than at either of the other two sChools. Mean scores for attitude

toward school subject differed to a .01 level of significance

41,
between the traditional school with the highest mean of the three,

3 5
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. ?
and the new schocil with th lowest mean of the three. The mean

of the traditional scgool also diffed to a .05 level-of signi-
.

,ficance from the lesser mean of the schoolliwith the more stabilized

curriculuM, though the mean of the latter school is higher than
a

that of the new'one.

Results here appeamOto have been strongly influenced by the

choice of the particular traditional school involved in the study.

St. Stephen's High:School was the smallest of the three in enroll-

ment, was attended by students more generally similar in socio-

-economic background than the other two schools, and had no black

students as a result of its geographical setting. The school had

fewer elementary feeder schools than the other two, so many of

these pupils quite probably were acquainted with each other prior

to ninth grade which this School has though the others do not.

I This informdtion, plus the fact that these students had been in

the same English classes together for seven months, cduld serve

to explain the higher meal, scores on person-group relationships.

A higher mean score on attitude toward-school subject at

the traditional school than at either of the innovative schools

.-might have been 'the result of a warmer rapport which could

develop when total enrollment is fewer, number of English .faculty

is reduced, and there is prolonged daily contact with one subject

taught by one teacher. Undoubtedly students identify subjects

with teachers and do transfer feelings abbyt the latter to the

former. Otherwise students in the traditional school knew from

x'
3 6
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years qf experience what to expect from their tiditional English

courses. These specific courtes were required, there mas no

matter of a decision to later rpgret or other coursep.not chosen

to envy.

Both innovative schools idcluded only grMdes 10 to 12 and

were mass consolidations, one of an entire city and the other

of half a county. Both innovative schools by nature of their

districts also enrolled students from a wider socio-ecpnomic

range, and each had a black enrollment of at least twentyfive

percent. This, plus the change of classmates twice or three

times a year, account for the lower means in attraction

and accepta ce at the two schools. A slightly higher att.raction

mean at Freedom could result from new friends and the physical

novelty of the building, while a slightly higher acceptance

mean at Hickory High could result froM the fact that the school

was well established and incorporated students from two local

junior highs though Freedom-had consolidated four widely spread

senior high schools last year. c

Lower and similar means iliattituae toward school subjects

at Hickory and Freedom might.serve as illustrations of evaluative

critricism, commoh in elective short-course literature, that many

of the offerings were misrepresented in catalog drciiptions and
°,

that many were mere sub-divisions of past traditio courses
'4

/
which had been favorites of certain teachers': Anot er 1101uential

3 7
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factor was that students were sometimes assigned second and

third choices at registration because the most popular courses ,

had been filled early. This information -- plus a possible

disenchantment that English courses were still English courses

bi whatever name, content, or procedure -- might account for

the unexpected response of a lower mean in atttude toward
4

. A
school subject at the two innovative schools.

Other questions posed with the hypothesis to be examined

were wRich ability levelcs) 'and which age or grade level(

were most acutely affected in the kartioular areas and at which
1

stages of curriculum design these experiences'would be most

evident. Data collected_an4 analyzed on track or phase (college

preparatory, pre-vocational, general, basic skills) in which
,

students found themselves, on grade(s) received in English courses
r

last year, and on wedicted grades in English course(s) now in

progress was used for ability-level comparisons. Data on grade

in school was used as-the iiasis for the age comparison. In each

case data Wav olleCted,tanalyzed, and compared both within the

individual schools and'among,the three schools in question.

Data on Academic anxiety
111111

Comparisons on the basis of bottrability level designates

showed that,upper level students in the three schools registered

more anxiety,than those/categorized or performing at a.lower level.

Both comparisons within individual schools on the basis of track

3
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or. ,phase and ,within schools on the basis of predicted grade(s)

in English courses this year show0a striking similarity in mean

/

scores on academic anxiety, nearly a graduated scale from upper

to lower levels. See Tables and III.

.College preparatory stu ents and those anticipating.AB

grades registered the highes anxiety meartscores in the trad-

itional school, at a .001 level 0 significance between the ,

college preparatOry and prevocationdl means and a .05 level of

significance between the college prgparatory and general means.

The,college preparatory mean was the highest in the study, 66.754

.

of a possible ninety. Basic skills stud,ents at St. Stephen's

registered a higher anxiety mean (64.727) than either the pre-

vocational or general groups thoUgh this,did nOt correlate signi-
r,

ficantly with any other scores, and prevocational'stuSents

exhibited the least anxiety (59.083) of any track at this sch041.

Anxiety means at St. Stephen's would suggest that the college

preparatory, general, and basic skills components were apprehensive,

perhaps grade-conscious, in their courses. The prevocational group

'might have found that curriculum more suitable to their needs,

interests, abilities, and ambitions than students in the other

three tracks; or the prevocationaI program might actually be less

challenging. In any case, anxiety scores here could result from

the prospect of ,ftwer opportunitie'S td take different English

courses, a longer time investment for failures or repetitions,

and a meager number of suitable course for potential drop-outs

39



SCHOOLS

St. Stephens

,

Freedom

Htckory

\

\

40

COLLEGE PREP

Mean SO

PRE-VOC

Mean SD

GENERAL

Mean SD

BASIC SKILLS

Mean

t

LEVEL

OF

SIG"'

SD

66.754 6.938 59.083 7.025 3.484 .001

66.754 6.938 63.786 7.931 2.212 .05

66.754 6.938 64.727 7.824 .872 NS

59.083 7.025 63.786 7.931 1.872 NS

59.083 7.025 64.727 7.824 1.742 NS

63.786 7.931' 64.727 7.824 .355 NS

\
6

64.636 9.909 62.150 8.468 1.046 NS

64.636 9.909 62.902 7.321 1.015 NS

64.636 9,909 53,500 3.536 1.573 NS

62.150 8.468 62.902 7.321 .352 NS

62.150 8.468 53.500 3.536 1.365 NS

62.902 7.321 53.500 3.536 1.764 NS

65.650 9.005 61.182 7.707 2.142 .05

65.650 9.005 59.727 9.888 3.171 .01

65.650 9.005 54.167 4.355 3.072 .01

61.182 7.707 59.727 9.888 .571 NS

61.182 7.707 54.167 4.355 2.061 .05

59.727 9.88§ 54.167 4.355 1.319 NS

nOw
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SCHOOLS

AB

'Mean SD

BC

Mean SD

CD

Mean SD

DEF

Mean SD

LEVEL

OF

SIGN.

St. Stephens 65.634 .7.185 63.521 8.834 1.517 NS

65.634 7.185 63.714 2.289 0.697 NS

63.521 8.834 63.714 0.057 NS

/

Freedom 65.260( 9.784 62.214 8.157 1.964 .05

65.260 9.784 60.200 7.321 1.907 NS

65.260 9.784 63.000 12.728 0.318 NS

62.214 8.157 60.200 7.321 0.855 NS

62,214 8.157 63.000 12.728 0.128 NS

60.200 7.321 63.000 12.728 0.429 NS

Hickory 66.705 8.143 61,264 8.865 3.689 .01

66.705 8.143 55.882 7.944 4.988 .001

66.705 8.143 46.667 10.066 4.110 .001

61.264 8.865 55.882 7.944 2.200 .05

61.264 8.865 46.667 10.066 2.704 .01

55.882 7.944 46.667 10.066 1.683 NS

42
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in the area of basic skills.

At the newly innoihtive school; oollege preparatory students

and those anticipating AB grades also exhibited the hig4st degree

of anxiety, their_mean score significantly different (at a .05 level)
1

from those in.t4he BC group. See Tables II and III. Scores of

prevocationoll and general students were sfmilar, with baSic skills

students at Freedom showing.the least amount of anxiety (53.500)

registered among.tracks or phases in the three schools. However

DEF students at Freedom registered a higher degree of anxiety

(63.000) than those in the same group at the other two schools,
P

coMpprable to anxiety means of genera1,4&vand CD groups at
s.

St. Stephen's and much higher than the mean for the basic skills

group at Freedom (53.500). Data here could indicate that the

college preparatory or AB groups are more conscious of acadej

achievement than the other groups, or that they h d selected

courses which.mre challenging td them. The apprehension of the

eDEF group might/
4
the result of continuing adjustment to a new

school situation or poor course choices for tnem.

College preparatory and ABistudents at Hickory High scored

the highest anxiety means at that school. The AB mean was the

second highest registered 66.705 of 4 possible ninety in the

study. Various correlations to .05, .01, and .001 were in

evidence with the most striking differences between the AB, CD

and AB, DEF groups. See Tagles II and III. The mean of the

0 4 4
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basic skills'group (54.167) at Hickory was markedly higher than

that of the DEF grdpp (46.667), whichwas the lowest anxiety
vi

score in the study with a possible low of forty. Here again

the aca4emically conscientious student concerned with achievement

revealed his apprehension or indicated that his choices of courses

had proved challenging. The difference in basic skills and DAF

mean scores would seem to indicate that the less capable students

weremoderately challenged by their course choices, but that the

DEF students were either secure in their knowledge of passing

their cburse choices or resigned to their fate.

Comparisons among the schoo1s showed that to a level of .05
a

significance St. Stephen's general and basic skills students had
40

a higher level of academic anxiety,tnan the same groups at Hickory

High for possible reasons cited earlier. On the basis of predicted

grade(s) in English courses at that time, the St'. Stephen's CD,

group also scored to a level of .05 significance above the Hickory

CD group which was probably due to their apprehension that the

last critical grading period of the year was pending.

Academic anxiety within schools on the basis of grade(s)

in English.last year showed the St. Stephen's AB group to have

a score .01 higher in significance than the BC'group there and

the Freedom AB group to have a score .05 higher in significance

than the CD group theie for possible reasons cited earlier.

See Table IV. Hickory's mean score for the AB group was higher

4 5



SCHDOLS

Mean SD

BC

Mean SD

CD

Mean SD

DEF

Mean SD

LEVEL

OF

SIGN.

St. Stephens 66.364 6.980 62.377 8.524 2.996 .01

66.364 6.980 64.714 3.094 0.614 NS

62.377 8.524 64.714 3.094 0.707 NS

Freedom 64.972 9.763 62.894 8.550 1.254 NS

62.894 8.550 59.833 5.783 1.379 NS

64,972 9.763 59.833 5.783 2.153 .05

Hickory 65.444 8.508 62.478 9.676 1.821 NS

65.444 8.508 58.318 9.653 3.396 .001

65.444 8.508 53.333 9.238, 2.392 .05

62.478 9.676 58.318 9.653 NS

62.478 9.676 53.333 9.238 1.558 NS

58.318 9.653 53.333 9,238 NS
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to a .001 level of significance than the CD group and to a .05

level higher than the DEF group there. The anxiety mean for the

DEF group at Hickory based on grade in English last year wa

higher (53.333) than the mean based dn predicted grade in English

at that time (46.667) which could be interpreted that past exper-

ience was more of a reality to this group than conjecture.

Comparisons of academic anxiety within the school on a

basis of age or grade level showed that apprehension steadilir

increased at St. Stephen's with that of twelfth graders a .05

level of significance higher than that of tenth graders. See

Table V. Tenth graders at Freedom were the most apprehensive,

to a .05 level of significance, as compared to either eleventh or

twelfth graders. Hickory twelfth graders exhibited the most

anxiety followed by that of tenth graders. Comparisons among

schools showed the most significant variation to be that of

the anxiety mean of twelfthegraders (66.805) at St. Stephen's

which was significantly (.05 level) higher than the aniciety

mean of twelfth graders at Freedom (63.500).

The apprehension of tenth graders at Freedom and Hickory

could result from their first year in a different school with

a novei curriculum. Lower apprehension among tenth graders at

St. Stephen's might well result from a previous year a

,school and its traditional.course offeringsl A higher le\el of

anxiety among St, Stephen's and Hickory,seniors could refle t the

4 8



GRADE

LEVEL

within

same

school

ST. STEPHENS

10 11 12

10-11 63.508 65.048

10-12 63.508 667805--

11-12 65.048 66.805

10-11

10-12

11-12

10-11

10-12

11-12

among

schools

10-10 63.508

10-10 63.508

10-10

11-11 65.048

11-11 65.048

11-11

12-12 , 66.805

12-12 66.805

12-12

49

FREEDOM HICKW

10 11 12 , 10

66.250 62.525

66.250 62.500

62.525 62.500

66.250

66.250

62.525

62.525

63.250

63.250

62.500

62.500

63.250

63.250

LEVEL

OF

SIGN.

11 12

1.004

2.023

1.179

NS

.05

NS

2.187 .05

2.348 .05

.014 NS

62.487 .373 NS

64.014 .460 NS

62.487 64.014 .776 NS

1.825 NS

.160 NS

1.879 NS

1.414 NS

62.487 1.329 NS

62.487 .018 NS

2.506 .05

64.014 1.637 NS

64.014 .914 NS

50
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usual.secondary anxiety about commencement and college admissions,

.,° while the lower level among Freedom seniors could possibly mean

that their "open classroom" program to develop independence,

confidence, and ble attitudeswas succeeding.

Data on Pe son-G ou. Relationships

Clparisons on the basis of both designates to signify

person-group relationships, (attraction and acceptance), showed

higher means for college preOtratory students graduating down-

ward to Much lower means for basic skills. See Tables VI and VII.

The mean attrction Score of college preparatory students at

St. Stephen's ( .710) showed a'significant difference (.05) from

411 that of ge ral students (60.821) and from that (.01 level) of

basic skills students (55.636) at that school, with a possible

range of scores from ten to ninety. The college preparatory

acceptance mean (48.623) at St. Stephen's indicated a significant

difference (.001) when compared with that of the basic skills

group (41.455), with a possible'range of scores from seven to

sixty-three. The attraction and acceptance scores ranged higher

in every track or phase at St. Stephen's than at the other two

schools which could be attributed to the social, economic, and

racial homogeneity of this traditional setting.

Attraction means at Freedom from the college preparatory

group were significantly higher (.05 level) than those of the

general group. See Table VI. At Hickory, the college preparatory

51



SCHOOLS
,

St. Stephens

Freedom

/

Hickory

52

62.440 15.218 51.864 16.459 2.883 .01 .

62.440 15.218 53.970 17.107 2.666 .01

62.440 15.218 49.333/ 18.228 2.005 .05

51.864 16.459 53.970 17.107 .446 NS

51.864 16.459 49.333 18.228 .314 NS

53.970 17.107 49.333 18.228 .589 NS

,.., LEVEL
COLLEGE PREP PRE-VOC GENERAL BASIC SKILLS

OF

SIGN.

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD t

65.710 9.563 60.50 8.909 1.737 NS

65.710 9.563 60.821 12.009 2513 .05

65.710 9.563 55.636 14.35 2.959 .01

i60.500 8.909 .086 NS60.821 12.009

60.500 8.909 55.636 14.355 .941 ' NS

60,821 12.009 55.636 14.355 1.241 NS
,

61.882 14.656 57.400 13.430
.

1.264 NS

61.882 14.656 56.171 14.668 2.115 .05

61.882 14.656 45.000 1.414 1.614 NS

57.400 13.430 56.171 14.668 .311 NS

57.400 13.430 45.000 1.414 1.244 NS

n ) 56.171 14.668 45.000 1.414 1.051 NS

1

0t4Z- 0
<0Zm
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COLLEGE PREP PRE-VOC

SCHOOLS

Mean SD Mean

St. Stephens 48.623 6.531 46.750

48.623 6.531

48.623 6.531

46.750

46.750

Freedom 46.355 10.800 40.150

46.355 10.800

46.355 10.800

40.150

40.150

HiCkory 47.5501 10.378 42 091

47.550 10.378

47.550 10.378

42.091

42.091

0

54

SD

10.001

GENERAL

Mean SD

BASIC SKILLS

Mean SD

t

.827

LEVEL

OF

SIGN.

NS

46.893 8.444 1.281 NS'

41.453 10.949 2.987 .01

10.001 46.893 8.444 .051 NS

10,001 41.453 1011949 1.158 NS

46.893 8.444 41.455 10.949 1.824 NS

12.089 2.301 .05

42.683 9.789 1.892 NS

42.500 4.950 .499 NS

12.089 42.683 9.789 .862 Ns

12.089 42.500 4.950 .260 , NS

42.683 9.789 42.500 4.950 .026 NS
411

12.917 4 2.113 ,Oik A

42.212 11.924 2.447 .05

35.-333 16.31a 2.665 .01

12.917 42.212 11.924 .035 NS

12.917 35.333 16.318 .031 NS

42.212 11.924 35.333 16.318 1.189 NS

is)
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attraction mean (62.440) was significantly higher (.01 level)

for the college preparatory group as opposed to the prevocational

(51.864) and general (53.970) groups and higher (.05 level) when

compared lito the basic skills group (49.333). Acceptance means

at Hickory were signVicantly higher (.05 level) for the college

?reparatory groUp when compared to the prevocational group,

higher (.05 level) when compared to the general group, and

higher (.01) when compared to-the basic skills group. See

Table VII. A reasonable explanation for this'situation'might

be the better self-image usually attributed to college-bound

students. Comparisons among schools revealed little other than

'.that general students at St. Stephen's felt more accepted

(.05 level of significance) than general students reedom

and Hickory and were more attracted (.05 level) to.their

classmates than were students at the Hickory sthool.

Mean scores for attraction and acceptance on the basis of

present grade predicted in English followed much the same pattern

at that for data analyzed by track or phase, with the exception

of the mean for DEF students at Hickory High sho scored higher than

those from the other,schools4 but not significantly so.. This could

be the result of voluntary grouping with more congenial classmates

through course choices. Also in the Hickory data, AB students

411
scored.higher (.05 level) than BC and than CD students in attraction

and higher than CD students (.01 level) in areptance. Thismight

56
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mean that upper level students at Hickory had ability-grouped

or segregated themselves with like-kind through course choices,

that they took a superior view of themselves socially, or that

they wereactually more secUre in human relationships. Comparisons

of predicted-grade data am-mg schools showed that BC students at

St. Stephen's were more attracted (at a .05 level) to their

classmates than the same group at Hickory which was the same

with the d'ta on attraction for the general tracks at these

two schools.

-Comparisons among schools on the basis of grade(s) received

in English last year showed a higher attraction mesiot for BC

students at St. Stephen's as compared to BC itudents at Freegm

and Hickory (to the .05 level) and a higber acptanCe mean for

the same group over BC students at Freedom (.05 level). This

could be just ab extension of the general aura of congeniality
#

surrounding person-group data from the traditional school, or these

students might have had acquaintance of long-standing from community

life, feeder schools, or classes together since nineth grade.

Comparisons of ettraction means within schools:revealed that the

desire tio remain or,engage with class groups was highest overall
A

at St. $tephen's, increasing gradually to a .01 level of signi-

ficance from grade 10 (60.000) to grade 12 (66,1065), which could

again be attributed to the social, economic, and racial home-

geneity of the school. See Table VIII.
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GRADE

LEVELS

within

ST, STEMENS

10 11 12

FREEDOM

10 11 12

,60,000 62.881.10-11

10-12 60.000: , 66.756

11-12
,

62.881 66.756

10-11
62.417 58.271

10-12 62.417 58.611

11-12 4 58.271 58.611

10-11 ,
1

'10-12

11-12

HICKORY

10 fl 12

LEVEL

OF

0

I 1.246 NS
?!4

3.055 .01
I-1

1.743 NS
> z 0

1.,43 NS

1.frbl NS 01103121

.124 NS
PX21

PIC) L-'8,2>ical

,.58./50 56.487 .632 NS. t'solVI'
58..750 60,057 .425. 1 NS

tvozz

56.487 60.057 1.096 Ns :41i3:lifil..11-1' ,

'f Iv 59

among

10-10 60.000 62.417
10-10

f 60.000
58.750

62.417 58.750
10-10 ,

11211 \ 62.881 58.271

11-11 62.881
56.487

11-11
58.271 56.487

12-12

12-12

12-12

66.756 58.611 .

66.756

58.511 ,

A

58

>

,

,.458 .NS ( 0 2
0.1.191- , NS` 4 .

$ ,
Z

$ . , y

v1.672;, cNS*, : !/

2 092 .1 '4' 1,1:

41). :,5p% 7 hi: ;
i

$,..,4 i,, i op : t
3 .01

60.057 2640 .405"!i

60:057 524 NS, '161.

t

'
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At Freedom the mean attraction score was highest in the

tenth grade and lowest in the eleventh grade with a-slight

increase over the eleventh in grade twelve. See Table VIII.

Hickory data showed the lowest attraction mean in grade eleven

with that of grade twelve higher than grade ten. Pnesumably

attraction scores in grade eleven dropped at the two innovative

schools because the novelty of a frequerit change in classmates

had diminished, and the shorter courses provided less time for

social adjustment. The mean scores of eleventh (62.881) and

twelfth (66.765) graders at,St. Stephen's were significantly
4.

higher (at a .05 level) than eleventh (56.487) and twelfth (60.057)

gra rs at Hickory High with a .01 level of significance difference

betweeh mean.scores of twelfth graders at St. Stephen's and

FKeedom (58.611): Again his might weil be the effect of

diiminishing novelty or less time for sotializat -hough

unfrtunate groupings through poor course ch-.)-r-F could be

dc,e7.d accountable. I

_...mparisons of acceptance mean scores showsdthat recogl4i-

tion ,2 belongheei and ability to contribute was

mean attracti,on scores among grade levels at the thre(, sch.

See Table IX ,Students at St. Stephen's obtained oveLJ:il

higher acceptance scores with the highest score in the survey

for eleventh graders there (48.6.07). Presumably this resutLed

from.length. of acqugintance and the .fact that certain zequired

year-long copises taught in Sequence could group many Of the

60



GRADE

LEVEL

within

10-11

10-12

11-12

10-11

1042

11-12

10-11

10-12

11-12

ST. STEPHENS

10 11

46.400 48:667

46.400

48.667

12,,

47.268

47.268

%

FREEDOM

10 11

45.383 44.339

45.383

44.339

12

44.407

44.407

HICKORY

10 11

(

46.308 9

46.308

42.769

12

45.857

45.857

t

1.335

.546

.807

.497

.488

.034

1.496

.207,

1.282

LEVEL.

OF

NS

NS

NS

,NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NSi

0

P'z 000^Z
M
fliCht4

QV4j03
OU1.3CliP
Pir5:00,
>tntOltinotl
tliOnZ
t'
tttli$P3X

among

10-10

10-10

10-10

11-11

11-11

11-11

12-12

12-12

12-12

46.400

46.400

48.667

48.667

0

47.2.:8

47.268

45.383

45.383

41.339

-339

,

44.407

44.407

46.308

46.308

42.769

42.769

45.857

45:857

.571

.051

.436

2.042

2.642

.661

1.575

.666.

.702

NS

NS

NS

.05

.05

NS ,

NS

NS

NS

t"
Ci)

0 rtr

-
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111,

411 same'students together for a-1second time during that year, i. e.

algebra, foreign language, and vocational courses. At Freedom

tenth graders scored bighest on acceptance (45.383) with the

lowest mean score in grade eleven (44.339).

The-Hickory acceptance mean also dropped in grade eleven

but was relatively higher than that at Freedom in the twelblth

grade. The lower scores in grade eleven at the innovative

schOols would seem to have resulted from frequent course

regroupings, sometimes in courses which were second or hird
a

choices at registration. Another factor cited earlier would

be general lack'of homogeneity in social backgrounds which

appears to serve as a strong unifying factor at the traditional

school. Comparisons among schools re-emphasizeJthe situation

with a difference significant at the .05 level between the high

acceptance mean of eleventh graders at St. Stephen's (48.667)

and those at Freedom (44.339) as well as between elevenths.-

graders at St. Stephen's and thoseat HA Dry (42.769).

Data on Attitude Toward School Subject

collected and arlelyzed on attitude toward school subject

at, the three schools-----proved more puzzling in interpretation

than'that for either the degree of academic anxiety or person-group

relation'ships. See Tables X, XI and XII. Theoretically for this

10
study and from a review,of the literature, one would have expected

students with the presumably more motivating and relevant short-
.
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SCHOOLS

I/

St. Stephens 8.099

8.099

8.099

4

COLLEGE PREP 41 PRE-VOC GENERAL BASIC SKILLS

t6

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Freedom 7.544

7.544

7.544

Hickury 7.723

7.723

7.723

64

0.827 7.958 1.086 0.509

,0.827 7.743 0.905 2.273

0.827 7.52/ 1.146 1,979

7.958 1,086 7.743 0.935 f7 0.710

7.958 1.086 7.527 1.146 0.885

7.743 0.905 7.527 1.146 0.679

1.585 7.010 1.742 1.353

1.585 7.417 1.364 0 450

1.585 6.500 .1.980 0.910

7,010 1.742 7.417 1.364 0.980

7,010 1;742 6.500 1.900 0.371

7.417 1.364 6.500 1.980 0.884

1.243 7.827 1.045 0.363

1.243 7.167 1.644 2.032

1.243 6.250 2.680 2.543

7.827 1.045 7.167 1.644 1.642

7.827 1.045 6.250 2.680 2.132

7.167 1.644 6.250 2.680 1.092

0

LEVEL

OF

SIGN.

NS

.05

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

,05'

.05

NS

.05

NS

0
0
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SCHOOLS

Mean SD Mean

BC'

SD

CD

Mean .SD Mean

DEF

SD

°LEVEL,

OF

SIGN.

St. Stephens 8.029 0.926 7.727 0.902 1.838 NS
'

8.029 0.926 7.586 0.652 1.231 NS

7.727 0.902 7.586 0.652 0.392 NS

0

4

Freedom 7.636 1.431 7.252 1.583 t 1.538 NS

7.636 1.431 7.252, 1.583 6.07 2.110 1.886 NS

7.636 1.431 7.500 1.414 0.132 NS

7.636 1.431 6.827 2.110 0.844 NS

7.252 1.583 7.500 1.414 0.215 NS

6.827 2.110 7.500 1.414 0.412 NS

Hickory 7.907 1.184 7.277 1.430 2.803 .01

790 1.184 7.318 1.363 1.813 NS

7.907' 1.184 4.200 2.252 5.059 .001

7.277 1.430 7.318 1.363 0.101 NS

7.277 1.430 4.200 2.252 3.427 .01

7.318 1.363 4.200 2.252 3.088 .01

g(t)

Hu.;
(11
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TRACK

011

PHASE

Col.

ST. STEPHENS

Col. P-V Gen. BS

FREEDOM

Col. P-V Gen, JBS

Prep. 8.099 7.544

0

Col.

Prep. 8.099

Col.

Prep. 7.544
0

Pre.

I'M. 7.958 /
,

,

0
7.010

Pre,

Voc.

pre.,
VOC.

7.958v

7.010

Gen. 7.747 7.417

Gen. . 7.747

Gen. 7.417

Basic

Skills 7.527 6.500

Basic

Skills 6.5u0

Basic

Skills 7.527

68

,

LEVEL

4HICKORY OF

Col.

7.723
..

4
7.723

P4 Gen. IBS

°

.

t

7.827

7.827

7.167

7.167

SIGN. ' 0

t 0

4

2.673 .01 0A

(0) (1)

i
2.184 .05

't1803

A
0 H Z N
11103 0

0.902 NS
n u) 4 01

.0

1.644 NS
H M 51

n r 6
0.334 NS

C tli x

i' R8 H
1.818 Ns

?AD) li
0

1.398 NS H
0 01

2.107 .05 o i
PI

2.107 .05 0
oi

0.939 SS

6.250 0.105 NS

6.250 1.285 NS
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-course electives to produce mean scores significantly more

favorable than those of students in the traditional year-long

course,setting. Mean scores for tracks or levels, however, all

fell inda six to eight range' on a possible scale of 1.0 for .

unfavtrable response to 10.3 for favorable response. Even the

mean scores of less enchanted basit skills students at all

schools fell at slightly above the 6.0 or indifference level.

A comparison within and among individual schools on the

basis of ability and age level consistently showed the highest

attitude scores in the survey to be those of college preparatory

students, those predicting an AB grade this yearliand those who /

411
had made an AB grade last year -- all in grade twelve at St.

11
Stephen's High School. Thesemiont well have been mostly the

same students who had been selected and grouped together

consistently for accelerated English classes at that school.
s.

These upper ldvel students could have implicit faith that their

teachers in the traditional setting knew andwere presenting what

have
was best for their academic future, or these students might/engaged

in some continuous form of pupil-teacher planning which gave

them the satisfaction of helping to generate their awn curriculum.

AngZer strong influence on attitude toward subject at

St. Stephen's could be that several students had recently been

assigned to serve Wi.th selected faculty and the principal on a

curriculum.development committee for next year. The English

7 0
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Department there had apparent*, taken the lead in implemeh'ing

immediate curricular changes. Some or all of these twelfth

graders mighthave been consulted about course revisions, such .

as a trial group of electives and mini-Courges for next year.

College preparatory students at both StoAkephen's and
,A1:z

Freedom ranked highest of any track ox-: phase'in those schools

on attitude toward school subjecte, with a gradual decline in

means down to the basic skills group at St. Stephen's and a

.05 level of significance between attitudes of college preparatory

(8.049) and general students (7.747) at that school. See Table X.

General students at Freedom, however, ranked second highest in

attitude mean score at that school which could indicate that

the less committed students there respond&Well to a short-course

elective program. Prevocational students at Hickory High (7.827)

ranked highest at that school in attitude toward school subject;

with college preparatory students following a close second. Means
A

of general (7.167) and basic skills students (6.250) at Hickory

indicated a sifnificant difference at the ,05 level when compared

with.the mean of the college preparatory group. The basic skills

mean was significantly lower (.05 level) than that of the pre-

.

vocational group.' In this case, data would seem to indlicate that

attitude was favorable toward the specialization possible in

career-oriented, short-course electives.

Comparis:ms among echools showed a significantly more favorable

7 1
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college preparatOry attitude toward school subject at St. Stephents-
,

than at Freedom (.01 level) and a more favorable 1

attitude toward school subject at StliStephen's than at Hickory,

(.05 level) in this track or level. See Table XII, Though the

mean score of general students at St. Stephen's was significantly

lower than that of college preparatory students at that school,

it was higher (at a .05 level) than that of general students at

Freedom or Hickory High. Though not showing a iignificant

statistical difference% it is interesting to note that the

attitude toward school subject of basic skills students ranged

from highest at St. Stephen's i7.$27) to lowest at Hickory (6.250).

This data would serve to support the overall predominance of

students at the traditional school in attitude toward school

subject, which might reflect in part the interpretation given

earlier for highly faVorable responses from the college preparatory

group at that school.

Comparisons of attitude toward School subject within and

among schools on the basis of predicted grade(s) this year and

grade(s) received last year followed much the same pattern of

a favorable attitelde among AB and BC students graduating down
A

to less favorable attitudes among the CD and DEF groups. Notable

exceptions to the graduated pattern on t,he basis of predicted
410P

grades, though not always significantly different, iaere a sudden
Q('

drop in attitude mean score for CD students at Freedom (6.827)

7 2
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odiTect correlation between
. \,'l ,&..

) i-ack or level..,and"i;tadesedicted
,,,, ..,

IVY '- 'y

%.- . . . .

c...,. . , ..
-11 ,4 '-,assume t '.the FPeedom CD:.responses

.,4." -

a track

24ourse

at the

or received, one could only

came from students in all

s---.Rr;leVels,W..n,O were either sharply disappointed with their

selec4ops r 1Vrsonal performance therein. DEF students

slme school (7.500) expressed a more favorable attitude,

perbaps through resignation to past performance or a sense of

lustice on the basis of their inadequate performance.

The low attitude mean score of DEF students at Hickory

showed disgruntlement which might indicate misleading catalog

descriptions for coprses or a lack of content .and activity

individualization ithin courses which are open to all trAcks

or levels. This atter unfavorable attitude was underscored

by a significant difference of .001 be-.ween mean scores of AB

and DEF students

and DEF students

at Hickory High and .01 scores of BD-CD

at that school on the basis,Of predicted grade

lf
this year. The low DEF mean (4.200) for Hickory students on the

basis of grgab*, predicted this year correlated strangely with

their rather indiffefent mean (6.133) on the basis of grade(s)

received in English last year. If these responses came from

the same students, this may be a case where the reality of the

moment was more painful than the same or other situations in

retrospect. 73
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AB and BC students from St. Stephen's, Hickory, and Freedom

scored highest in that order on both bases, with the attitude

mean of St. Stephen's AB students on the basis of grade(s)

received last year (8.060) proving to be significantly higer

at, the .001 level than that of AB Freedom students (7.410) and

higher (at the .05 level) than that of AB students at Hickory

(7.739), as well as higher (at the .05 level) than BC studentg

at the same school. On the basis of grade(s) predicted this

,/ear, the attitude mean of St. Stephen's AB students (8..029)

Was significantly higher (at .05) than that of AB students at

Freedom (7."\7,04). This data would also serve to support the

-110 dominance of a favorable attitude at the traditional school

for possible reasons cited earlier.

Comparisons of mean scores within schools on the basis of

-attitude toward school subject showed the most favorable responses
1

from twelfth graders at St. Stephen's (8498), twelfth graders

at Freedom (7.698), add tenth graders at Hickory High (7.615).C
This maintajned the dominance of favorable responses from upper

classmen at St. Stephen's, but also indicated favorable responses

from students in their first year of an innovative program at the

two other schools. Comparisons among schools also showed that

attitude toward subject was more favorable, at the .05 level of

significance, among eleventh graders at St. Stephen's as cotpared

to Freedom and at the .05 level among twelfth graders at St.

Stephen's as compared to Hickory High. See Table XIII.
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Least favorable attitude' mean responses within schools

came from tenth graders at St. Stephen's (7.783), eleventh

graders at Freedom (7.295), and eleventh graders at Hickory

(7..462). The tenth graders at St. Stephen's perpaps unaware

of pending change, could have viewed the traditional prog

as an extension of their nineth grade and previous experience

while 'seniors might have been given course preferences first

at Freedom since this was'Io be their only year in the new

schpol. The relatively unfavorable response of eleventh

graders at Hickory High might also have arisen from scheduling

difficulties, either not being assigned to first chbices or

finding that courses did not live up to catalog descriptions.

Otherwise the Hickory students may have.been reflecting faculty,

dissatisfaction with their development in language skills,

which has led to a required two-semester English sequence

stressing composition for all tenth,graders at Hickory High

next year,

Data From English Department Chairmen

Data from interviews with English department chairmen at

the three high sithools and from questionnaires completed by them

involved a rationale for their present curricular structure; a

statement about its advantages and disadvantages; and an explanation

of how curricular change was initiated, implemented, and evaluated

at each school. Tlie department chairmen were then asked to tell

7 7'
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which groups of students in their schools were most enthusiastic

or satisfied with he present English curriculum, which groups

had, the best person-group relatiow or social adjustment, .and

which groups evidenced the least amoUnt of academic anxiety'

t,.

or appeared ..to be the most secure within the present structure

of their English program. _The latter information paralleled.
t

closely the key points in data whicb was collected ..troM the
t.

students themselves.

The English Department Chairman at St. Stephen's supported
A

the traditional heterogeneous year-long program for moSt students

there on the basis of its continuity, and multiple obrtunities

for teachers to provide for individual differences interhalfy.

He explained that their accelerated English dlases-, remedial
- /

reading for those with that need, ,and four-standard English

electives

He stated

electives

were stepping stones toward a combina"tion,cur.riCulum,
,

--'''xit- ' 4.-2-i--7`-''t' -- '
.r

that next par there and bewoul- year_ -.11,01-ester ,

:.° ,tlig'

in humanities, debate,'journalism, and d amaxth

some mini-cOurseson topics of current interest to be taught

during teachers' study halls. -

Though past curriculum had been gene ated and evalUated

solely by faculty and administration St. Stephens --,he noted

that a curriculum developmept co ittee of selected facuaty,

students, and,,the principal,h been appointed to study tuture

revisions and that his/ nglish facudy-and students had been
,7

,7

7S
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instrumental in initiating the changes for next year. He believed

that a modified traditional curriculum could best provide all

students with skills instruction in the language arts, especially
4

in composition. He suspected that the short'Lcourse elective

system could give in-depth experiences but neglected language

skills unless a student elected such a course as public speaking .

or creative writing. The chairman at St. Stephen's further

asserted that "Almost any comprehensive curriculum will be succ-

Al
essful if it is carried out by intelligent, enthusiastic, warm

43
human beings."

The English Department Chairman at Freedom High School

explained that their quarter elective system permitted students

to tailor English programs to meet their own needs, rather

( ttliin to fulfill curriculum goals set by a higher authority.

\ She strongly supported freedom of choice for teenagers and labeled

44
the traditional programs to be "medieval". :She noted that most

courses were designated as to level of difficulty but that 'some

courses were open to all students and that students might elect

as many English courses each quarter as desired. Each student',

however, must earn at least three quarter units in English a

year at Freedom or make-up for failures during ensuing quarters.

She stressed that careful guidance in course choice was essential

for the success of such a program. Though some students had

chosen courses unwisely during this year, the chairman felt thoat

the problem had grown less with each quarter as students better

7 9
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understood the essence of the program.

The crarter elective program at Freedom was initiated

by facultk and administration who spent a year or more planning

Suitable course topics and the scheme of levels' to indicate

course' difficulty before moving into their new open.classroom

structure that year. Their philosophy was "a new curriculum

45
to fit the spirit of th46 building." Students were

surveyed as to their major interests during the planning

stages, and the program was implemented strictly by student

registration requests. A week-long.formativq,evaluation of
lb

coursesby faculty,.student, and administrAion wa be

conducted at the end of the year. rom this eva1tW1on, the

,chairman stated that several new courses would be added and

adjustments made in existing courses.

The English Department ChaliFman at Hickory High stated that

parents as well as faculty, students, and administfation had

particj.pated in a year of preliminary planning for their semester

elective system which closely resembles the APEX program mentioned

earlier in the survey of literature: An initial course list

composed primarily by faculty was circulated to,students .ahd

parents for additions and to rank courses as to pre-ference. The

chairman believed the most significant advAges-to be increased

motivation since students were given a prefertnce and better

performance by faculty since they could usually teach what

interested them most. She cited 'nightmare schedule foul-ups"

80
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for students and constant change of course plans for teachers

46
as major disadvantages at that time.

0
Again this program was "a new curriculum to fit the spirit

47
of a new building...and the mood of the times." Evaluation

thus far gad been left to the discretion'of the classroom

teachers'though careful scrutiny had been given to' scores on
y

achievement tests and the College Board Examinations. On this

basis, the English faculty had deciqed to require, b

:

ginninkj next

year, two semesters of basic language atts with emph sis on

composition. A committee of those to teach sophomore English

were working on a tentative syllabus for the course at that

time. Fewer course choices would be offered during the next

year, as well., to decrease the possible number of couAse
116

preparations for teachers.

Students receiving grades of A, B, and C; college prepar-

atory students; and general students at St. Stephen's were

those that the English Department Chairman perceived as the

feast anxious about their academic work on the basis that
-

success engenders a feeling of security in any system. Data

collected there, howev, showed that AB students were highest

in anxiety, CD students..the next high group, And the BC group

lower than the CD in anxiety. The chairman perceived these

same groups -T A-C, college preparatory, and general -- as

those with the most favorable 'attitude toward their Enlish
107

8 1
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courses onsthe basist that success engenders enthusiasm and

satisfaction. Data coitecteeverified his selection of A-C

and college preparatory students,'but prevocational students
1

at St. StepherOs scored higher thdn Ihe geheral students An

attitude toward school 'subject. 'AB and college preparatory

students were predicted and were proved by crata collected to

have-the best persongroup relatileitecause he felt students
.

a
.

on the higher intellect4al leve,4 could better grasp answers

. 4

to social problems. See Tab es IIand III.

_StudelAs receiving grades of B, C, and D a a well as those

in the college preparatory, general, and basip-skill's.groups atk

Freedom were preceived by the chdirmad as the most academically,
,

secure ,1.1 the basis that the quarter elective. system could
,

provide schOol work more suitable to their needs and abilftAs.
.. ,

7
She.assumed that prevocational students had already had mork%;

specialized courses in the trdditional system. Dfta collected
.

.

dilishow lower levels of academic anxiety for these groups than
-

.

for similar groups at the traditional school, but the prevocational

students at Freedom registered nearly the same as general students

with AB and ebllege preparatory stUdents'scordng.as most anxiI5us

whileDEFandbasicskillsstudentsscorecl.as least
0 . .

The Department Chairman at FreedomAkclined to predict which

levels of students there mould have the best person4oup

ious.

relations though she felt that "most students get along well

"48in c/asses together.
8 2
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however, that the AB and college preparatory-

students felt most attracted and accepted by their classmates.

Their mean scOre was ln than comparable tocr.groups at the

traditional sc ith the basic skills group at Freedom

scoring the lon the survey on attraction in so far as

level of curculum and predicted grade this year were con-

cerned. The Chairman at Freedom ranked AB, college preparatory,.

DEF, general and basit skills groups as those now having the

bestattitude toward school subject in English because "DEF

students often make Cri3 or A grades now...They can achieve

realistic goals, can enjoy their courses, can feel satidtied °

49
that they are really learning ndt just enduring Engl h."

The AB and DEF groups did show the highest. mean atti scores

at that school on the basis of grade predicted in English this

year though the basic skills group scared lowest in altude

toward school subject of any group at Freedom. See Tables; VI,

VII,and XI.
*

.6=

The Ertglish Department*Chairman at Hickory High predicted

that students receiving grades of A, B,'and C as well as college

A. preparatOry .groupialhat that school'Woun prove to haveRhe least

IFdegree of academic anxiety because "they feel less tthatened
Nr

by new things."5-* Data shcwed, hoWever,-that these grReps

scored highest within that school pn.11 baSes of comparison in.

the study, thougtOsomewhat lower in anxiety mean than similar

.8 3



groups at the traditional school. The chairman stated she

d*
could see no ph.gticular pqtterns in so far as person-gr9pp

k ,
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--
relations andattitude towatipc.,42ol-subject were concerned.

Data froethe survey, however, low attraction and

:

acceptand'e means for prevocational and basic skills students

on the basiO of level or track in curricylum, but higher scores

for B.0 d.nd DEF students on the basis of grade predicted this

year. ;he highest person-group relations means at Hickory
0

were scored ythe AIL'and college prepaiatory groups, sli/htly
TS

higher thamthe same groups at Freedom but less than those at

the traditional school. See Tables VI and VII. Data 110.1 attitude

toward school subjeet at Hickory High showed relatively similar

,pcores fibr college preparatory, prevocaticyal, and,genOkal groups.

/

Basic sills student4 scored lower, with DEF stugents providing
;

the lowest mean score in the suti.ity on ...he-basis of their pre-

dicted grade .in English this year. See Tables X and XI.

All three English chairmen taught college preparatory

classes which mightaccount for the relative accuracy.in their
*if -

perceptions alrut this group of 444,ludents:"Atherthan iiy-the case

of. high academic aalxiety. This could be explained bythe.age

and activity barrier of.teacher point of-view
4
which oftenfaiis

to sense the, inner feelings of adolescents or considers appre.7
,

hensionIrr,unfor ate but saecessai'y pai,t of growing.o. :The
,a

cOmments of the department chairman of thAtractitional school,
40.
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who h seved longest of the three in that position, AreTa.

generally a more accurate assessment of the social-emotional
. .

status of English students i his school.

The youngest chairman, Who was planning xevisiOn a in

4 1.schtdule, showed the least affective insight by,failing to

see any pattern in the emotions andiattitudes of various

student groups. The chairMan wi'th the most years "Of:exper-

ience as a teacher showed greater compassioD atudents
,-

in het comments an more .awareness Vcrete emptiaative:'
,

evidence about

,----N-

er curriculum: lin eiTce,e3
e.:

the data from interviews and q est*on

indicate that English depar4ment,

certain false assumptions a

on students.

. 5 .1,4p4

3
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SUMMARY AND

..This.project ,was an at

imp'ect of selectedEn4lish

three distinct schoo
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. .

InfAtto appraise the social- otidr

Acula onAecondary'students

ttings74tOtOtIO the investigation'of

professional literature' and an amalYiielof standardized test

data. During the l973-1974 acad mitc year, St. Stephen's High'

School continued to require a series4of traditional year7lOng

courses-ith abillly grouping DO exceptional studInts at either

.end of the continUum, Freedca High School for the first time

offered a comprehensive quarter-elective program with numerical

requirements withiniOsubject categories,

presented for the secoind\year a range

.
designilpd point value pe r Rourse toward graduation. The latter

two curri,cula 'apPeared to copsidergbly"more choice in

and Hickory 'High School

f *nester eleetives With

nit

: -6.0

AL-LAMP:Z.;

courses and flexibility in dieduling 0.th s41bect 'matter', Kot

as'to level cif difficulty.

The anticipated extent and actual% variatiRns of academiC

410

anxiety, person-group relations (attraCtion and acceptance) t
b.

tattitpde towardLschool subject within and amo A these Schools

students, designated

,

the major thrust of the ihtudy, 10.ch the survey of literature

seemed:to indicate was

humanistic trends

a pilot venture in affective assessment Of

in curriculum revision. A key factor in the

statement of hypothesestees the stage in curriculat designo#
10

each school with the theoretical assumption that.academic anxiety
-

86
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, would be high in the trad onal setting, higher in4the Otrst

year of change .and lowenin the.second year of innovation.

. It was also assumed that pervo -group relations and subject-
0

-.
' -satisfaction Would inc from the traditional to the new-

.

to the relatively stabilized change. The situdy also proposed
. . f

to investigate which ability and age levele were most affected

in these paripicular areas. 0

*Various literature on any affective assessment of recent

alternative.programs in English wAs carefult, collected4kand

of
eIrined. The net result showed a lack/and an expressed need

for s,uch evaluation, since most of the studies encountered wpre

descriptive or concerned maiAy with cognitive outcomes. Non-

-projective standardized tests to measure degree of academic
ie

anxiety, person-group rtlations, and attitude toward school
4

subject were given to a random sampling of all s't0W,1
*:'....

,...the threeethoole, and each English department oh
.,

. c..

am,

k....

interviewed as well as asked to complete a questivaly 2.0.-,' .0f
I.., t

geared
g
to key eataregwekted from.studepti.. The test'data -A

... - .

,4421.-c!omputerikpropessed via key punch cards to obtaih meanW:Ar,.
'27M!'rsJP:.'. 4

,

.g 4 ,

* and .t.' levels .of variance. Data was then interpreted in

:lig.ht of the literature available, comparisons'within and

e -,mile ,..
40

Mng Schooler'anioinformation from English departmenechairmen.

As hypothes.i:Zed, these psychological and social factors did
4 P

4

1'0

w.

vary significmitIy^among students in traglition'bri=rnewiy innovative,
1111

4

' f '87
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and..more stabilized innovative program. Results beyond that,

howeNier, seemed to have been strongly influenced by various

internal and extraneous factors such as Ct.he credibility of

course catpdogs, tHe personal magnetism of certain teachersV

the communal bonds of homogeneity, the time of school year

when dataAwas collected, and youthful enthusiasm

0
an early encounter with joint-planning. Undoubted a much

oused by

larger sampling of secondary schools and students wiLh more

thantone administration of the same tests would be desirable

41
*.

to se above the peculiarities and obscurities of individual

circumstance which did tend to color and at times distort
9

the data required,
1"---

--.

4A16 V

Reflediion"on.the instrumentatlin, and data'for thi0OP
. .

[ research projeCt has suggested a remarkable 6orre1Aion

between the results obtained on the three tests. For Alt-
"

ever.reSSons.explored earlier in interpretation of data, the

cores from the tra"ditional school and from upper-leveI academic
40*

student's appeared to dominate conOistently.and sigftficantly.

with higher means.Scores on academic anxiety were highest in
4

the traditional setting but, these scores_.--s-ed to differ
. 4

0
little between the innovative schools. In f4ct,'the.higher

. . y,
leyqls of anxiety-amongcolidge preparatory aod-AB,stoderits

. ..4,;1., ... .

At ,,

4

4
at all.three schools would tend to further document the positions

of dugation4 asychologists that a reasonably aCtivating.level

1/
geo .

8 8
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of anxiety, 'but not enought to disorganize or Overwhelm, is

constructively contributory to motivation. The composite

personality of the.upper leveloacademic student at "st. Stephen's,

Freedom, and Hickory seemed to be achievement-oriented though

person-group re;a;t.ions and attitudes toward schoolEubjeots

faltered with gradaation and variation at the latter two

schools among all levels of students.

That. wariper person-grouP relations and-more'favoeable

attitude toviard schobl subject were in evidence with data.froM

upper level academic and other

4 would_aaem to,puggest a certAin commaraderie in required year-
,

'411;

13r

"tong courses' with might be lot in the

.-6urriculum thrOdgh- shorter elective,offerings. Since the life

students in the traditional'school

attempt to Adividualize

-
.styles and value,systems of the students at St. Stephen's High

*. t 0
Schbol were more likely to besimilar than tate at the other

4
schools, one might alsolhoti by contrash

:t1P
. .

micYbcosiii bt %be macrocpse effeCt
..'..

...1,.

.of highsqlopl student0:0 Freedom and Hickory.
up.

-;. : ,.. ....

and readjustment was ne.essary ther4FtbAteveral
. ,4

"melting pot" or

on the attitudes and.feelinq%

m4teswho were grosit* heprogeneoue oehek:tilen
.4)

e.

ambition. Thol,k5h
4

e v nass-section
t

accrue ',from

Each year adjustment

groups of'class-

41t

in interest or :

cert4n democratic behefits might ultimately
*

1 consolidation and f ent.

regroupifigs, oCoCld:strb

thaturrent .s.JccesS AikvslOcraljzation

*
iner frQm the data in the study.

bears a direct relatiOnship

1
eo subjecCiNttisfaction.
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-A

The,persoh-group and attitudeoresults of this study might

-Aalso serve as-1 word of caution to_those schools contemplating

orlipvolved in elecive or other innovEtiOns to individualize

curriculum. ,It would seem that frequent regroupings oit students

40
in differeht courses with different teachers could easily cdg-

tribute to deperSonalization.and isolations, which4re directly

cohtradictorpto the huthanistic goals of satify1ng, self-

-realizatiln and tffective group interaction. Voluntary

.select on of courses if carried to an extr.memight,also

40
lead o voluntary segregation by race or social at the

pres med price of reduding academilarixiety. Voluntar
4 IF .

grou ings by interest or ambition couldrdily produce

classes Of the academicaPlyilaite,.perhaps more,easily

than standard required Courses on the basis'of date in this

study 'which Wwed collegi preparatory'ahd AB students mde
*.

receptie than others ip peson-groilp relations'and in

attitude toward sctruol shjeci. at-Fi4edom.ana Hickory.

High school students, as adults, Vary n their need for

novelty and the security of the familiar. They also vary

Lh their peed to be with those similar t.8'40d dilferent from

themsel'Ves, to be dependept and indepftdent as they wrestlee.

with the ambivalence of adolescence Perhaps high schools

ivolved in individualization projects that depart radically

from the'traditional curriculum should retain permanently some

0
9 0

a

441
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'year-long courses for students who piefer "91d-fashioned English",

or at least ret:ain a few temporarily so a student's entire course

schedule would become gradually fragmented. Considering the
.

.

eternal prospect of multiplicity in individual differ ces, the

IP
._

ultimate curriculum socially'and emotionally might be cime a

heterogeneous and homogeneous combination of year-long cpurses

:and queter or semester electives 'ith mini-courses of one or

two wedks interspersed for variety. Variation in course scheduling
1'

COU 1 0ecomeas much of 6rissue for individualization as'level
of difficulty for course

. . . . .

. . Whether groups...are homogeneoUs or heteflbeneousl, estaplishing
A.

. -

oa social climate conducive to warm person-group.relationships
4-

4,

has been coAsiddt-ed..the task of Ihe teacher, and this would appear
--0,

4,..,..7,...

_ .,
, : -
to become more difficult both for teacher-student and studen't-

ea #
it-

-student relationships inan'elective short-course system.

;ii,-.,

-. ...:.

,,..,

fessionak pressures to cover a body of Materilil. in less,time

might .81Minish the importance of.the'sudent whole110t)turn

-40
aLp,.4.

i

'feel less'accountable in propdikiA, to incre d'impersodalitY.
...., t

0 ,

P o-

0

The rapid turn-over of studentS Including many who h1avê chOsen

courses unwisely, could interfere seriously with attempts to

00provide remedial help or provide,fo individual differences to;'

any degree of effectiveness. These possibilities for a brlakdown
;,

ate pers al relations, as suggested by datA -In this-siudy,

Would seemIto indicate tha110 t special effortS sush as sA

o:

, "e
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class groups, an assigned English teacher-cOunselor, and/or a

diagnostic prescriptive svvice for small groups with simiear

learning problems could contribute much to enhancing both academic

progress and self-imagd

AsSuming that secondary schools still exist primarily tor

students to assimilate or experience subject-Matter and that

motivation is akey factoh in the process, the lower:Anean scores, 4
. . .

on attitude toward subject at the two innovative schoorS,poseS

an alarming educational consideration which involves indirectly

the preceding observations about both degree of acajemic,anxiety

and person-groupxelations. Though the shdk-course elective

program has been reputee to provide,courses in which everyone
At

0can achieve or a phase for each level of ability, teachers and

administrators should not overlolek the intrinsicomelue,of anti-

cipation and challenge, i. e. too low a level of academic anxiety

can result in apathy and boredet. Thus some more judicious

0
guidtince for appropriate course ChdIces should eicibt than merely

-

professed.interest in the topic or,a technological error in data

proloOtiAlr-Aii Ackientation prograp with a trial schedule,and
.4

demonstration lessons., increased faculty efforts at registration

counsaling A'plan'fof sdhedule cAng4 or independebt studies,

and honest atiurse description#in the' ochoel catalog 4ght'renew

S 0
ne

f the intellectual excitementand esprit de corps.with

rhich ther.wo innovative progr.ams'began.

4th

9 2
. AIL

.0.
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(That students be and remain personally involved in

, curricular planning and evaluation would seem the most

critical: aSpect of Obtaining
!:.

4Ude.Award'schOof'subject:'

...-;,',':'.,6.votaltile attitudinal response
:,..-...

40/

()
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Maintaining favorable att-
A case in point.is the. highly

#
given by students at the

traditional school who had just been

ideas for purriculom 14WVision next year, as

4,
unfavorable reaction of DEF students atthe more stabiliZed

askeipto contribute

opibosed to the.

innovation school\io7 the basis of grade(s) predicted in

English this year. The novel'guickly becomes routine to

teenagers accustomed to rapid change in everyday,lifé, as

evidenced by the most favorable

school subject from those

responses to attitude toward

in the first year of experience

schools:with short-course electives at both innovative

Thus a.plan for contirlipus evaluation.is neecled beyond
1

the less than anonymous

-made guestionnaires in

with both validity

affective results of

as faculty-shouXd be

completion of subjective teacher-
'

some courses
10.

and reliability both the cognitive and

plan that mqasures

%lent in curriculu

generative aspect

post testing;

'student

,44-01"ci,

a curricufeCONign. Students
41110

thus continuously, challenged by
*

as well:

invol4e-

4evision with emphasis on its vilwar'and

Such a plan.might well inv9f**.eT.01,4

investigation of reactionif*om ti540-1.10i66
teiLiavt

subcultures, i. e. Leaders, conservatives, radicals,
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'
.., . -

minority groupir.etc.i and student inverViews to amplilfy°
. ,

10 .

.

tobjective data. The resulOw of this study have'providéd.
1

but a glimpse of the many-,potential avenues for investigating,

comparing, and formatively evaluating schoOl adjustment within
0

and amodng thb contemporary curricular deilgns of high school

America. 0-

'Formative'evaluation of curriculum- has been acknowledged
4

in theory as a continuin.aimperative, and its practice would ,

-"seem int.erar to lik strat of short-course elective,

-p.rdgram. William G. gwehs n, English-Department Chairman at
,

John F. Kennedy High School,jias wisel advised "...coupling
4

zea'1, creativitylp the need

organization, aa84profesisonal j

fo change with comm'on sense,

. 51
ent." Swenson

-

assbred with a,lack.of finality that:

/44

. nbe acceptance of the minicourse/
electives program is nolt. a rejection of

.

traditional learning patf4i-fis-and pro-
cedures. It is a, questioning,.:Of the

,
validitY ok some of, todak1441-111e-honored
courses. u5.4

.. .61t

An honestly qUestioning attitude should ,presOme dautipn measure-

ment, comparison,apd reflection-4s px,e/imin#y tp-reyiSibm di

revamping of Arricular design.

a Mescal Messmore of the Ihdiana Department pf Public Instruction
t.

'has provided. the. final encouraging stat4ent*.

. .

"Elective,programs are having positive...04*
effects' on the process of opange
such a program cannot-beTmeS4the ine4V

tra4tiona1..-,program, becSuSe by' eefinition
.

, .
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cannotibe static. .Schools are &us
becoming accUstomed to the process Of
curriCulum change, just as we have be-
come accustome4,t15 change in new car
orQodels each year...PeOple who 'have come
to accept,the-permanence of ihange can
learn to develop plan fbr change...
Elective programsare no-p-anacea...

:but create an envirbnment 'in which
change can 'occur relativelivaaily.
.t.rsiag this positive element ce.n pro-

foundation for a viable' curri-
.'culutbrrow."53

,
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9. APPENDIX' A

,

LENOIR KI-NNIL COLLEGE
JIICKORy, NOITH CAROLINA2805CM

MEMORANDUM'
- May 7; 1974

TO: PArc-ipal Gene Miller-Hickory High
Principal Charles Bost Steppens High
Principal HarOld tClarke'-,Freedod High

FROM:, Mra. Lorene H. Paintee

SUBJECT: Research in Social-Emotional ImpaCt of Secondary
English C6rriculum on Students'

firice we discussed this matter recently, have realizda that'
proper procedure requires more(information about 'the project for
your files before final approval-to use your school as a test'case.
I have talked with.-the Chairman-of your English Department who .

willingly gaveconsent. . -
.

. .

'Here'are copies of the questionnaire to be completed'by the '-
glish Department Chairman,' the questionnaire to be completed-by

one out of every:five student8 in,your English curriculum (random
sampling"), and rOugh-copy.excerp ,from Illy independent study
proposal which explain my inten ns. Th Division of Lahguages
'of the N.C. Departmdnt Of Publi nstruction has expressed con-
aiderable interest.in m project and'asked.for a copy.of the Tinal
results.

Since I am4.r sed for time in4csllecting and tabulating4gata,
I wOillp Y-i e to distribute my quetionhaités to department,chairmen
and students early next week. IffI he9'no.disa4roval from your
office by 5:00 o'clock-on the aqernoon of 'Friday, May 10, I will

# J send tPpe questionnaires to yourechool. bisa btudent teacher on
Mondayj May 13..

.
. ','. .

..,

hank you sinCei"ely 'or anticipated cooperation in this
ende or.: . \I

-

1
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LEINQr 'RHYNE COLLEGE
1.-11040RY KR-I 0.AROLINA 28601'

... 1,
. .

.

MEMO.RANDUM,
May 1, 1974

:4'EngliSh Department Chairman

FROM: .Mrs. Lorene H. Paint...4r

SUBJECT: English Curricula Research Project

86

Your sc"hpol adminiseration haS agreed that a cross-section
of EnglishstpdentS in grades.10, 11, and 12.may participate in
a survey which I must complete as part of an independent study
course foi graduate credit in a doctoral program at UNC=G.. The
study iprdesigned to elicit and compare subject satisfactibm,
person-group relatiOns, and .anxiety State among stUdenis in.
various types bf secondary English,curricula. The questionnaires
are standardized instruments from teputable psychological.testing
services. Two other high Schools With Curricula different from
yours are also patticipating in this survey.

It is important that a random sampling of-English students
(one out. of every 'five who now take English courses at your school.
complete he questionnaires. ThisJshould cut6;acrosS ability leve'ls.
and grade )evels 10, 11, 12. Ninth graders are not to be'indluded
in the sUrvey. The questionnairesowhich.are brief and simple
should take no more than fifteen minutes of class time. t:,Just
encourage students to answer honestly and assure them that the -s
results will in no way affect"their grades in any course. I would

. A
prefer, of coutse, that the,questionnaire sheets be given_to
students who wili complete the task seriously regArdless'of grad6..

,

and/or ability levels. . X

The completeCi questionnaires should be returned 'to me on'
Wednesday, May 8 by a Lenoir Rhyne student ,techèr at your Schpol,,
I am also enclosing a brief questionnaire of my own for You ,to
complete and return at that time, as weli as-brief exderpts frorn
my independent study proposal which should help explain the.pro#04:
further. '

3

Thank you so very much for your cooperation,andid in. .

completing this task. I willsgladly 'share a c4y of:the final
resultsA if you so desire, /

. .
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APPENDIX C

STATE-TRAIT ANXITY INVENTORY
Form X-1

Circle the appropriate answer to identify yourself.

Your school S F H, !Your year

Yctur course of stud; Col.Prep. Pre-Voc.

87

in school 10 ii 12 Sex' M

Gen. Basic SXills

l'Our predict ed final grade in English this year ABI BC CD '. DEi
I

7
Your final grade in English last year 'AB

Read each-statement and then
you feel now in your English
wronq answers. .

I-Not at all
2-Some;hat

1. I feel calM

A"

44_3.

2. I feel secure

I am tense

4. I am regretful

5. I feel at ease

6. I feel upset

A
7. I am presen ly worrying

over possibl

BC ' CD- DEF

give the'num*OW which indicates now
class(es). There are no right or'

3-Moder ately so
4-Very'much so

8. I feel rested

OV
I feel anxious

10. I feel comfortable-N.

14. I feel self-confident

12. I feel nervous

misfortunes

13. I am jittery

14. I feel "high strung"

411 15. I am relaxed

108

111,
16. I feel content

-0
17. I am worried

18. I feel over-excited
and "rattled"

19. I feel joyful

20. I feel pleasant



APPENDIX D

PERSON-GROUP RELATIONSHIP SCALE
S.

circle the -ppropri ate answer to identify yourself.

Your school S F

Your course of study

'2Our

Your

88

Your year in School 10 11 12 Sex M

CC&Prep. Pre-Voc. Gen. Basic Skills.
A

predicted final grade inwEnglish this.year AB BC CD DEFa c,

final grade in English. laSt.year .AB

Por'each statement
how:you feel about
on.the-,line at V-le

none 04'
the time

.... .
1

At
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

-

BC CD DEF

below, decide which of the answers best ap-Plies to
this English class. Place the number ofthe
left of the statement.

1/4 of
the time

2 3

1/2 of
the time

Examples:

,3/4 -of

the'time

5 6 7

71. yike pizza: ,

1 2. I-like war
N

6 3. I like going to school

answer

all of
the 'time

*,

J like the idea's which the class members have.

It is easy to get along with the members of this class.

It is good to be with the members of this.class.

like tne way the membsOr's of this class are grouped together.

like the way .in which class memberdo thiogs.

like to join in whervembers of this class do things.

think the effort which the class members put into their
school work is about right.

7.1

The ways in which this clasq talks with each other is good.

like the way my classmates behave in school.

I feel that I can get a lot out of the time I spend with my
classmates.

My-classmates like it when I take part in class activities.
pg

I know where I fit in this group.

ThAlass looks at me as being friendly and helpful.

This class sees me as-a good class member.

My classmates let.me tak'e part in what they're doing

I know the right things to say about the things that go-en
in this class.

am sure of just how friendly, I can be with my classmates:
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APPENDIX E so

SCALE-TO MEASURE ATTITUDE TOWARD ANY SCHOOL SUBJECT
Form B 89

Circle the appropriate answer to identify yourself.

Your school S F H Your ear in school 10 -11 12 Sex M F

Your course of ?kudy Col.PTep. Pre-Vbc. Gen. Basic Skills

Your predicted final grade in English this year AB BC CD DEF

Your final gr,ede in English last year AB BC CD DEF

\ Follow is a list of statements abousiour English course(s) now.
Put a pius-sign (+)'before each statIgment with whidh you agree. ,
Your score will not affect your grade in this or any.other course,

1. I am "crazy" about'this subject.
.411.

2. I believe this subject is the basic 06.P. for ail high school
courses.

3. This subject fascinates me.

4

4. This subject will help pupils socially as well as intellectu-
al4Y

5. this.subject is interesting.

6. All methods used in this subject have been thoroughy tested
in till,- classroom by experienced teachers.

7. Every year more. students are thking this stsbjeot.

8. This subject,has its drawbacks, but I like it.

9. This subject might be worthwhile if it were taught right.

gik 10. My likes and dislikes for this subject balance one another.-

11. This subject 'is all right, but I would not take any more of it.

12. No student should be concerned with the way this subject is
taught.

13.'This subject has numerous limitgtions and def6cts.

14. This subject seems to be a necessary evil.

15. All of the material in this subject is very uninteresting.
0

16. This subject has no place in the modern world.

17. This subject is all bunk.

1 1 0



APPENDIX F
90

UNC-G
Independent Study (Mrs. L. Painter)

education 692'

Selected Curricular Organization in Secondary
English and Its Inter/Intrascholastic
Social-Emotional Impact on Students

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ENGLISH DEpARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Your school

Number of-years as department chairman
BasiC

Level(s) or ability groups you telh Col.Preo. Pre-Noc ,Gen. Skills
A CIROU ANSWER HERE

1. Briefly state the rationale or immediate background reasons
for your present curriculum structure 4 English, i. e. required
and elective quarter or seniester courses ranked as t9 difficulty,
heterogeneous year-long courses with ability-grouping for honors
and remedialclasses, etc. Continue on back, if you so desire.

12. What do you perce ve to be the three most si-gnificant advantages
of your present .c,6rricular pattern in English?

0

3. What do you perceive to berthe three possible disadvantages
of your present curricular.pattern in English?

;

111
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-2-

4. How is (or,has) curricular chamge in English courses been
initiatep, implemented, and evaluated A,t your schoOl -- by
administration, department chairman,,facultk-students,
parents, or some combination ok. these? ple se explain.

\

5. What changes or revisions in ykour prese4 English Aogram
are planned for next year?

/

1

CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER AND EXPLAIN WHY IN EACH CASE.

6. Which of the following groups of pupils do you perceiv to
be the most enthusiastic and/orALatisfied with the str ture
of your present English curriculum?

Those with the following grade averages in English

AB BC CD DEF

Why so?

Those in the following level or ability group

Col. Prep. Pre-Voc. Gen. Bac Skills

Why so?

1 1 2
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-3- \

. )"
CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER AND EXPLAIN WHY IN EACH CASE.

7 Which of the following groups of pupils do you perceive
to haye the best persOW-group (Social) adjuQtment with
their classmates within the structurd of your present
English curriculum?

0

Those with the fo llowing grade averages in English
-

BC CD DEP

Why vo?

CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER AND EXPLAIN WHY IN EACH CASE.

8. Which of the following groups of pupils do you perceive to
be the most Se'cure or evidence. the least degree of anxiety
within the present,structure of your English program?

Those with the following grade-averages in English

Why :lo?

IAB. BC CD DEF

Those in th following level or ability group

Col. Prep.

Why so?

.1

,Pre-Voc. Gen. Basic Skills

p.

9_

ANY INFORMATION WHICH YOU SHARIE IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE

O KEPT IN THE STRICTEST CONFIDEN'CE. IF A DIRECT QUOTE FROM YOUR
COMMENtS SEEMS ADVANTAGEOUS TO MY MANUSCRIPT, I PROMISE TO
CLEAR THE MATTER WITH YOU IN ADVANCE.

113 Mrs. L. Painter
0



APPENDIX G

LENOIR kl-IYNE COLLEGE
HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA 28601

April 22, 1974,

LETTER TO N. C. DEPARTMENT OF PUBOrINSTRUCTION

Mr. Lawrence Tucker_
Supervisor of English
Division of Languages

4

;State Department of PUblic Instructioh
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Dear Mr. Tucker,
J f A

I ik

, Thank you for. so promptlyksending' V.he N. C. mjmeograph -on
"Short, Elective English Courses" which I waS alif o distribute
to ,the English teachers in my graduate coursg at/tINC-G with the

)(

other enclosed materials for my repoit on Tuesd y, April 9.
Dr. Bowles had assigned each of us an oral repo t.,, with annotated
bibliography to be distributed, as a major courose project. We
were to select a topic about which we felt a peed to know more'
and one, which would prove helpful in our present school work.

I seleted this topic mainly because,I have been consulting
with several 'Catawba County High Schools which are in, the process
of converting to short courses, and several menbers of. my-graduate
class had eVitenced an interest in knowing mote about thig type of
curricula-re ision. I also sUspect that thera may be an extended
possibility for a dissertation later if I can arrive at that point
within the next five, years or so.

;

What I distributed to my.graduate classmates will probably not_

be Rows to you but may serve of some value if you hlven't read al
the magazine'articles from my survey. I am also planning an in en-
dentp-study to measure and compare state of anxiety, person-group'-
relations, and attitude toward school subjects among a traditional

i school with upper-lower ability grouping, a school with phased
short courses for the second year, arid a school with phased short
courses for the first year. IF any significant results occur, I
will send a copy of my finallWeport to you .

.4

93
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411
Page 2
Mr. tavirence Tucker
Aprig.4.22, 1974

z

1

94

Please do shate with me .any additional information about
recent iesearch in this area, such as the Hogan thesis' and HillocWs
Alternatives. I pAn to order copies.of both of. theSe. You Might
be interested in aApaperback which I received over the Easter
'vacation entitled InnovatiOns in ,Secondary Education 4Secopd Edition -
1974) by Unruh and Alexander from Hol.t4,Rinehart, and Winston.
Enclosed also- are sever4,1 pertinenelXerqked pages from it.

t -
Thank you again for(the printed material and for our most

informative talk-with prospective tea01Wt at he C lotte .

N. C. A. E. meeting.

MS.LHP/pwh ,

Si.nlaerely

s.) Lorene 11. Painter'
Assistant Professor
Education Department
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ST: STEPHENS HIGH SCHOOL

Course Cfferings.For the School Year --1.1973 - 74

/47.'
UINTH GRADE

46,,ii 1 . Required
..n. %ath or Algrbra;..4 \..Reqbired
Health 4 Plysical Nucation#..j..Required
Physical ;( ce

a -
iRe'eluired:

for bo, celve for!girls
Home ecohomios * Required ,

1 for girls
N.C. & U.S. H;ritage EL tive

,

'"--% Band 11. El tive
Basic Busihe5s El%ptive

* .

.

-r

ELEVENTH GRADY/.

English III Required
Western.OultureyDti.S. History

Required
Che
Physical Science ElectOkre
Algebra I, Algebra ft, General \Ilath,

Contemporary Geomeitry, Husfnss
Arithmetic (Future Business), Con-
sumer iiath EZcctive.

Spanish I or II, French I or II
Elective '

9 5

* f

TENTH GRADE .

/ .,
.

English JI Required
cbra I., Algebra II, Consumer, Busi-
ness Atithmetic (future bliiness)
%fath, General`Matn Requixed.

io RequiredgY,
Phy ical Educatión

,

Require&
Hocne Economics II , ..Bleetrive
Spanish I dr French I.."....-4:..Elective

.

Jiiorld Cultures-EasternAemisphew
, i

Elective
'' Basic Business Elective

Band ElectOe

.1
4 Construction Industry Elective
Chorus Eleckive

Health OccuiLtions I e,
Eléctfve

Art I Elective
! /,

. .

TWELFTH GRADE

N.,

English IV Required-

Physics pr Chemistry Elective

Tri dv. I, Alg II,.

ctry, General Math, Consumer
Me h Elective

Shorthand, Bookkeep , Typing I,
Typing II Elective

SpaniswII, S anish III, FrenchII
Elective

ePhysical Scie c 1.ctive

U.S. in the Wor ay Elctiv e
HoOka Economics II Elective
Family Life Education Elective
Bricklaying, Elective

Elective
'UtT-ihutive Educ ion Elactive
Upholstry- Cutting.e. Sewing (CVTI)

8:30-11:20, 1:00-4:00,11 E1active
5ancl Elective
Chorus Flective
Carpentry Elective
Huultnitics El,ctive

Cccu.,-,. ions II Elective
C.O.0 Elective
Lusinsa Coununications c Pusincss

Lnw Electivc
Pcrsonll Typing kt., Notc:land Elective

(Colleg) -

17)(t3ting; Public Speakirg & Drama
Elective

Typing I Elective j
Shorthand Elective f
Bookkeeping viective
Home. Economics II rlElective
Industrial perative TrainingI

Elective
Distributive Eyucatlon Elective
Huma ,nities El,!ctive
PersonApi Typihg & Notehand (Coliege)...

Elective
Band, Electiv
Chorus Electivc
bricklaylAg El( ctl ve

Carpentry Eltctive
Health Occupations I II 7dective
Business Communications I usiness

Electivc
Art I
DebatinF Public Sp. .5 Drh Electivf!

OVER / 0 V E R R

1 7
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;

Seniors-must carry four subjects and pass at ast three of the four
even though they have more than IS units credit.. It is hop eethat
all seniors will Carry five subjects.

All 9th, 10th and llth grade ,nts must carry five subjects. Sixsubjects may be carried with spe 1 Pereaission.

Eighteen units, including two (2) hath, two (2) Science (one m st beBiology), two (2) Social Studies (one must be U.S,Jiistory) .(2)
r d iorgraduation.

'Physical Bducation, and four.(4) units 'of English, are re

Do not idclude Driver Training op.your sChedule'card. 'You shotildseriously about your future as you choose your courses.
counselor, teachers, parents, and principal.

,.\ PLEASE PRINT ON AL.L SCHEDULE
CARDk,,IN PENCIL. .D0 NOT FAIL

\\ TO-SIG9UP.) N
).

\ .

-
,
,

.

.
.

In thtl event you should have tochange your schedule, please contactthe school office befor:2 August 15, 1973..
. .

11,

r

("I

tnk
our



SCREENING'

*SCREENING AND IDENTIFICATIgN4

A Two-Step Procedure For Class PlaCement

cv

4.

for

(a)

(b)

(c)

Students)Who mept one or more of the follOwing tritvia
,)oare nmlnated.

-r

posibli%class placement:.

Group ICLI: 120 or higher
T'

Marks - A and B

Ca..dates for

tlass Placementt

ptcei One-half of Local Norms _2*

jtiferego in all Areas_

FINAL
. _

A.4 Each candldate can
be.placed in a class' Lf a student meets

criteria as listed

S. Further evaluation

criteria:

above.
"sr

needed.if a candidate-fails to.meet

(1) If the candidate meets:

(e)
GroupSW- 120 or higher

(b) Mmrks --A and B

(c) Upper One-half of Loca,1 Norms but ---

_4.does not meet
(a). Average in all Areas

(2) If the candidate meets:

(b) Marks - A and B.

cc) UDQer On -half of Local Norms

(d) Average in all Areas but

es not meet

(a) group 120-or higher

L,)
*N.1, C. Department of Public
Education of Exception 49.11y

a-11 f

one of the four

Further Evaluation
f

Further Evaluation

Instyuction, A Guide for the
TaleInted 1968.

' 119



-B. Continued:-

(3)*If the candidate meets: (L.., , , .
4,

;21) Group IQ ,. 120-or higher \
(c) Upper One-half of-Local Norms

. ---......._

____
.0

--- io.further

., (d) Average in all Areas but
. ,----

t does not meet
(9, Marks -'A arid B," . 4
* kik

11, .(4) Ti the tandidaie meitsf
c

t
'

4

a) Grduo IQ , 120 or higher
: -----. ......,

(0) Marks - A S'Ad,B
S

.----....--Eurther E,,I'Llation

' (d) iverage in' A--1. Areas bu't - --- ..
.. .

.

.r, ..

. does not meet
..

T 12,.. 4....1,-

'. (c) Upper One-half of Local Norms'>7.--

98

Evaluation

The purpose,of adequate procedures for selkcting.and identifying Exceptionally.

Talehted Students is twofold:

.1. Tb include students'who should be placed in an Exceptionally

111

Talented Class on the asis of 'predetermined criteria.

2, To'exOEude studen w o should notrbe placed in an Exceptiona.ljy

Talent'ed Class on the basis of the. same predetermined criteria.

SUGGISTED PROCEDURES.FOR THE FINAL SELECTION OF STUDENTS FOR PLACEMENT IN'
EXCEPTIONALLY TALENTED CLASSES

//

RULES ANDStgGULATIONS GOVERNING THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION OF

EXCEPTIONALLY TALENTED CHILDREN (CHAPTER 1077.- 1961 SESSION LAWS)

'

Source:.

." ta.40

Studnts can be selected for class placement with a high degree of confi-
,

dance if ach prospective ExcePtionally Talented Student meets qualifications

(a) AND (c), Which are:

(a) A group intelligence quotient of 120 or higher

(b) Academic achievement at least equal to the expected grade level

as determined by the chronological age and Standardrized test scores .

-10-

120
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Course Offerings for- the YeAr .1973-74:
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new language arts curriculum:- hut to
figure (ut just du program will
do for v A 1) ON!

The quarter COUrsus In the linguage
arts ilirriculum h.o.e been designed
%vith hair t ategories of students iii

milidrnost students will autuallv find
thelIoolleS III of tr1;77-;0-1.44..
After readn' all four eategor.
ide two best descrihe

tl1r1iZtit itt gory numbers ( p
pearing in parentheses after t eh
course title ) to help you elect t
courses hn h will be of the grea st
value to rpm.

Classification of Courses
LEAP Learn. Enjus Appreciate,

Pr( part' MlItsCS give basic
mstrui trkai to students hav-:.
ing real diffi; ult.. in Ian-,
L'iuul.Zt u Is particularly
reading, writing. speaking
skills

(2 HIP KO) Interest.Proficiencyl
COnrst,i all of special inter-
...st to students gifted or
talcmited in language arts
and or students who ina

profession de-
nu a II d 1 11 g extraordinary
Command of langnage.

(3) ACE Anticipating College En-
trance) onurses are college
preparatory, dosigned to he
of partu idar %The to stu-
dents who will enter some
institution of higher learn-
ing upon graduatnm ?Min
high school

ACT k A trial Career Training )
courses are designed with
the inm,--liate earee r-
bound student in mind, but
are.'OPI:\ to anyone 15 ho
feek that the emrse offers
sorm thinv %aloe for lion

In the mirce descriptions s% hich fol-
low the numbers I 2 :1 4 indicate
the le% el of each «iurse. cormsporld-
ing to Ur/ ategoncs Above

.111 eourses ross gr ide Imes. meaning
that IrIS I OUrst- 111.i5 lir taken during
an% %ear of high sr 11(101

Th. AID Program
Idenhfy. Cracmcse)

To help Sou plan the'licst possible
!-oursc ot stod% for %ourself the Lan-
guage Arts 11, partmeni will sponsor
its own gnidata c program

(alled AII) for .bort, Ons program

(4)

12

will help you
1 ANALYZE your speaking, read-

irm g. writing. listening, and think-
iug skills through testing and

2 IDENTIFY your strengths and
weaknesses in those skills and
INVENTORY %our interests and
future ptans.

With that information.- your teachers
csan thenhelp you

(3) DIAGNOSE your ,own situation
in language arts and help you
select courses that would the
most helpful. enjoyabIe, c Hung-

\!or otl.

In short. von will be responsible for
plauning a Lig(' irts program that
is Itl(.IIT YOF! Your teachers,
through the All) prm2r. ,n, will help
you take an honest look i your .11)11i-
tit's .11Id interests and will recommend
Colurst.1 ss bell WoUld stein to offer
von greatest chance (or success.
\Ve belic% c in' your ability to take an
hulicst look at your needs through the

I)- 'program, and then exercise
utnI lodgment in (-Loosing uolirses

designed to benefit you the most.,

FUNDAMENTAL OR FOUNDATIONS
COURSES ARE MARKED BY ( ).

SPEECH AND READING

LA-101 EXPERIENCES IN SOCIAL
COMMUNICATION:
SPEECH (1, 4)

Timid? Does yirur heart beat fast or
Vont' 1.1111,. 111Ol k together when you
try to \ press Vollr Idrati to friends?
If du- answer is Yes, then this course
nerds %oui and von need die course
iii Soti,il communn anon IIIIprliVt
Vollr .11/111tY to l's-pre's.: yOUr ideas
dead% to others. Improve VOW' trle-
ph011u etiglIcttr. ta'aill What tO
at .1 job interview. how to speak up
in public without ewessive fear or
embarrassment. \faster the art of con-

eisation so that %Oil ,catl takilit:
palt ill tOdaV Wail (.101111111111ratiOti
as tilts.

"LA.102 MAKE YOURSELF
HEARD: PUBLIC
SPEAKING (3. 4)

\Lila s Onr..011 flearll iii all areas of
hill 'Flit linos of this ionrse is on a
more arm iil.uto s rifr.t Studies in voire
umitrul. gestiires. spec( li writing.
groilip (11s( irssnui, a mu I IIIdIVId11.11
spl ,11.111! Loll) Illsturc Vrttillt; 51)11r

hi. Is al I ,Ns MAL' that best impres-
suin on es erv spf aking (aslon

122

99

whether presiding. entedainktg, ar
protesting. .

LA-103 FORENSIC SPEAKING (2)
Affirmativeor negative? Want to win
a trophy? Then enroll in this class'
of competitive speech and -academic
debate. Interested in radio announc-
ing, making speeches for special oc-
casions. Or need help for oral inter-
pretations? This course meets' your
needs. Students wishing to do so will
prepare to enter inter -scholastic
speech competitions and debate tour-
naments.

,
LA-104 ON STAGE, EVERYONE:

PLAY PRODUCTION (4)Pl. house lights down, stage up,
cu ! For twelve weeks you learn
what goes oil behind the scenes IA
a major production. All- phases of
theater are offenal, vs'en areas where

-hilitv is not necessary make-
up hair-styling, costuming, lighting
and sound, staging and props. direct-
ing. Discover hidden talents that may
lead to an exciting career. At the
very least you'll build self-uonfidence
and an ;ippreciation for drama that
will bring a lifetime of pkisOre. The
course ii linates in an actual pro-
duction. ke part in this thrilling
adventure. Join the drama class and
good luck or. as they say in the
theater, -break a leg"!

*LA-105 READING CAN U
FUN (1)

Wydd you like to keep in touch?
Books are like drawn or painted joie-
tures. The picture can be studied; it
waits for the viewer. A book can be
stopped, dropped, reread, marked,
chopped up, scissored, pasted, slowed
dowmi ur speeded up. "Print is as cool
a medium as there is.- This is a diag-
nostie coirrse. Individual approach
will he used when possible.

LA-106 ADVANCED READING (4)
MIA a speed-conscious world? Can
you keep with the pace? This course
is designed to motivate teenagers
to, read. to develop taste and amecia-
tion. Students will he challenTted to
read more mature literature. A real-
istic program, taking into considera-
tion the fact that stUdente back-
goamds. interests, and abilities differ.

COMPOSITION
.1A-201 SENTENCE POWER (1, 4)

Words' \Ian's most effective way to
uomintinieate his thoughts and 1eel-
01,22. to othels. Yoor succvss as a hu-
man being depend% largely on how



Well you I an 11S0 VI*111, to tell others
(I11 7,1:1; .11Id :II \-00!

he.11t. 1)0 directions
*Can (,u nt- NW.' of wsplaInajam
to the fon n iii tt ding him
wrong V. itl:
explanation b, iiii,interpreted because
of poor purl, mat:on;
tillestionS or ce.:,gr-.tieus for tho coin.
pally bus regiur,`, ti. tI tj%, list
of ords and signals \\*old p,v. r ail
make you a %%inner or a loser. 11 .\
\\INNER! Your 1111'.1s are important
1.,earti how; to express flit ill to others,

*LA-202 PARAGRAPHS AND
CORRESPONDENCE:
SOCIAL COMPOSITION
(I, 4)

Do you v.orry about writir.le, t busi-
ness letter? Do you ktuoy how to reply
to ;in invitati,n that lias R.S.V.P.
dude. Could ull write a letter of
aepht atiou for a job? Do coil, know'
what to say in a srnpath note.? These
and rnanv other everyday questions
will be answered in social composition
class. Thi% is a t ourse that will include
the correspond, la c that life itself re-
rprin.s.

*LA-203 FROM THOUGHT TO
THEME: ADVANCED
COMPOSITION.(3, 4)

Shariwn thinking skills and writing
skills at the same time. Blow your
mind %vial some high-powered ever-
rises in logic. and word trOnipulation.
Focusing on the ess,teatlyanced «Im-
position is .1 comprehensive snide of
varions typcs of theme construction
anti techniques of research :ind docu-
mentation. A -MUST (:01.'11SE" for
the college-bound or for anyone who
would become a niorr orgarli/ed
thinker, The goal: to rnaster the art
of c lear, effective thinking and writ-
ing

LA.204 BOOK 'N' PEN:
- LITERARY CRITICISM

(2, 3)
Readirigand writing complement each
other in a conrse designed to make
better writers while increasing the
apprAtfatiiin of giod lit( ratore. The
strident is !ill in the analysis of works
of art as characters and ideas of great
wrIterS invite reaction and st'll-
caprcssion Literary analysis is a way
of gutting thp heart of literature its
meaning. strut tore. style backgrountl .

and influences The student II An,. hi
write.good tinIneli and to absorb great
werb of literature at the same time.lib

"LA-205 SO YOU WANT TO BE A
WRITER: BEGINNING

7 CREATIVE WRITING (4)
Him., %our imagination? or
`anal!. ;tll tinagitiation4.. itt he develop-
ed. I.; \perio net. tho 1-0 o of v(-;Iir 0 Ii
words. Learn to tApre s %ourself .ind
re Illy plit our ini7r.lin tion: to wurk

'1111.1'.;t1W volirst If in el tti, wrIting.

LA-206 THE FINE A T OF
WRITING: ADVANCED
CREATIVE WRITING (2)

%,1% L'our.t 0MM-a to
channel that c re:disc urge. Learn to
use words as iii artist uses los brnsh

reate ing images. Reline artistic
expression in solasell in this course
drsignutil" hicIji S iii tA,l..14410-4( agnr-
nes, and clumsiness for sharp, clear
pictures oillkiur page. Explore with
kindred spin the short store :.ind
poetry as elliek s of your ideas. Per-
hat_ that talent for writing to ti fine
art for -pleasure or profit...

LA-207 NEWSPAPER,
JOURNALISM (2)

Woold you like evcrs thing gi en to
situ i moroal. (ensured. edited ()iand-
outs . or would your like to go out
Lind ligik for news? Should people be
told the troth? participation is
nuccssary to learn correct reporting
of information. You will he a part of
history iii the mak log. Yon will learn
to -tell it like it is." Editorials, Fe:i-

nures. Cartooning. IlleWs repOrtintt
all phases of newspaper production
art' explored. Whiti COIlra.* bl 11
prerequisite to work um the school
paper.

LA-208 .CREATING THE
YEARBOOK (2)

\lemorics lade, bpt the yearbook is
fore% er, preserving for all tiro(' bits
nool pieces )1 life that reflect the
school year But the Modern year-
book is murli more than an alkim ti
Jaces ,00l posed club shots. Today's
saarbooks are realistic: :old the story
they tell its a living, ihrant one an
encounter with important events and
relevant issues. Creating the yearbook
is a challenge that (All, fur the hest
.1 staff can gise. It n. rds pu ople who
are taletited and Ming to work. Learn
to do las outs clop pi( furl s and write
copy. If you lilse it and are qualifii
11,10111r .1 OM( flt illy staff i great
ressard is ill stun. This I !purse is a
prc requisite to staff membership.

LA-209 GRAMMAR REFRESHER'
AND VOCABULARY
BUILDER (3, 4)

Feeling A bit shaky about some of
those basic rules of grammar and
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punctuation? is an anemic vocabulary
11.1111puriniz your performance in cOM-
position :mod reading comprehension? r
Perhaps you feel t.ou Could do with or
.1 good, thorough brushing up on
points of .grammar and vocabulary
building before going into that com-
position course or facing college
boards. If that is your need, this
i-ourse will bolster self-confidgnee and
strengthen your weakeess-Jn these
areas.

LA-210 DIALECT AND
DIALOG (2)

From colorful expressions of a byrue
era "yonder traipsin', 'beholden...to
contemporlf- slang ("right on )
spate age jargon ( 'splashdown"), and
ilialeetal differences ("bucket" or

explore the living, ever-
changing kaleidoscope of Janguage.
This course is designed for the stu-
dent interested in mastering the finer
points of the structure of his lan-

,guage. Grammatical analysis makes it
possible for thArlent to familiarize
himself st re not included in
his Own Wlect, Grammar, 3 CIOSIE
study of syntax; .sernatitirs. an inquiry
in to .the nature olmeaning; /in guts-
ties. an area for scholarly', definitive
research these and other aspects of ,
dealing with coinplex or abstract ideas
make up a challenge. for thgse tb
a special interest .in English.

MEDIA
LA-301 NEWSSTAND

GLIMPSES (1, 4)
Comic books approved! NewsPapers
included for a text! Magazines rank
high! Yes, %our dream has finally
come true..the girls will enjoy read-
ing Serrntren while the fellows will
enjoy llot-Rod and Sports Illustrated.
The course in -contemporary reading
will include the reading of magazines,
comie boas. and newspapers with
whiclr the average student comes in
daily contact.

LA-302 THE UNSPEAKABLE:
NON-VERBAL COM.
MUNICATION (1, 4)

hy d si loose the way you do?
What do your movements reveal
about you? flow do you manage
space? Arc von its master or do you
let it control you.; Explore these un-
familiar areas (kinesics 'body bn-
guage) and other non-verbal com-
munication photographs cartoons,
signs and symbols in this course.

LA-303 EXPLORING .
TELEVISION (1, 4)

More than any other single ooninsand-



cations media, television has helped
mold this vast land of ours into one
society. Through its magic we have

walked on the moon; witnessed as-
sassinations, disasters, war; gazed on
the Crest Wall of China; EUtended
political. conventions music festivals,
Senate hearings and U.N. meetings;
held front row seats at sporting
events, beheld ceremonies of state
around the world. \Vhether watching
situatk)n comedies, movies, variety
shows, late night talk-a-thons, edu-

"cational programming newscasts and
documentaries, or the daytime soaps

the average high school senior will
have spent more flours before the tele-
vision set than he has in the classroom.

What persbasiye power does TV hold
over our lir% through its advertising,
public serva announcements, news
reporting, and regular programming?

Wiiit is it doing to us? What can it
do for us? 'This course will help you
become a more discriminating viewer.
Involves reading and writing about
television as well as viewing.

(

I,A-304 COPING WITH THE
MASS MEDIA (3, 4)

The -mass media of communications
TV, radio, newspapers. magazines,
bOoks, and movies -- affect the way\
we see the, wurld. Each can report
the same event to ns; but each pl,ays
on our emotions differently because
it filters the messasze differently. What
picture of the wiuld does each por-
tray? What message is corning
through? "The rnedilan is the mes-
sage" according to Marshall MeLn-
han, prophet of a new age. This course
will assist the student in deciphering
the message-of he mass media.

./

LA-305 IN DUCTION TO
DRAMA: FILMS AND
STAGE (1, 4)

-All the vkorld's a stage. and all the
men and %%omen no rely players,- said
Shakespeare in As You Like It flow
did deona 11,IVC its beginning? \\ is.
are some of the famous writu rs. ac-
tors, and actresses" Meet SIMI(' of the
worltrs greatest - ill od Tallulah,
the fabulous Bears moo's. Iti< hard and
Lif, Sidney Poitier, Robert Redford.
Drama, whether MI stage or on (din.
speaks to us more fon efully than aro
other type of literature You'll gam
**eater ondersta 111 ling of theater .ind
life itself from the ma lass reading

rid discussion of outstanding plays.

LITERATURE

LA-401 MYTHOLOGY AND
ANCIENT CLASSICS (3, 4)

-WANTED: CRONUS. For svlpt
crime? Do you know? Who were the
jetsetters of the Colden Age? 'What
do music., art,.literatore, trademarks,
commercials all have in common?
Refenalees to the creatures' of charac-
ters of mythology, of course. Even
readers of science fiction 2001 Space
Odyssey-- find allusions in its pages.
Mythology also aids in the under-
s nding of ancient classics such as

orner's OdysseD and in the unfolding.
if Creek drama aml tragedy. Just
vhat role do,,,you play. each day in

the miracle ofCreck mythology?" Do
youi prefer living in a humanized
world? For the college-bound stu,dent
or the avid reader this course is .a
M UST.

LA-402 FOLK TALES AND
LEGENDS (1, 4).

Chuckles and chills, sorrow and thrills
/ await you iii this study of the world's

great treasury of folklore. Down
through the ages folklore has pnwided
solace or escape for the common folk
who fashioned the stories, then chant-
ed them again and again* by flickering
firelight, passing reverently from one
generation to the next a rich and
berished heritage. Folk tales, fables,

tall tales, fairy tales, ballads, myths,
legends all will he represented,
plus some of the greatest ads enture
stories yociall* user read! A host of
heroes invite you to join them in some

.of the strangest 'dud sometimes most
dangerous exploits imaginable. Study
the impact of folklore MI language
and art as you travel the world with
some of the greatest adventurers who
LIVI- ever lived in the minds and

hearts of Melt.

LA-403 THROUGH ,THE EYES OF
MY BROTHER (1, 4)

The Asian. the Afrie.so. the European.
the American, the Latin - all see real-
ity in somewhat different,"ways. This
COW'S(' develops an appreciation for
these differentia ;IMI helps die stu-
dent to establish feleV;Illee to his Own
background :11111 eNperielle C. SaMple
oritings irons around the %%odd offtr
the soident insiehts into SIMIe of the
ixietry, deuna, short storos. essas s.
and n(1s els of eultures other than las

LA-404 THE SHORT STORY (1, 4)
Es ervone loses ,1 eucal story But not
('s (is one understands %skit makes a
story good Corns' to a greaten. ap-
preciation of this popuhu. literary

o
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form by studying the ingredients of
the short story, (characters, .plot, set-
ting, atmosphere. tone) and thelech-
niques used by various authors to
achieve certain effects (humor, sus-
pense, horror, tragedy ). At the Same
time extend your vocabulary, vary
your reading interests, learn about
human nature and the world around
us, stretch your imagination. Go from
the shivering tales of Poe to the broad
luertlin. of Jame,s Thurber; from Jesse
Stuart's true stories of a mountain
ailed cut off from the world to the
ssience fiction o Ray Bradbury. Each
day brings a new experience in realms
of fantasy 'or real life.

LA-405 SONG - POETRY - ART
(1, A)

Sing? Draw? Write a poem? YES! Let
S - P - A introduce the fun of poetry
arla the close association among art,
music, and poetry. Es-ery day people
listen to, mouth, think, or chant the
lyrics of songs, commercials, riddles
in tune to the radio, television, or
their guitar. Ever wonder just how
one does write a song? Is Aqualung:
music or poetry? Or art? Find answers
to how or when do John Lennon's
lyrics qualify as poems. How does a
poem mean? What is a poem's shape
as important as its words? Designed
to increase listening and appreciation
skills, this course is for the non-college
student who enjoys new ideas.

LA-406 THE ART OF THE POET
(2, 3)

What is Netrv? What does term
imply? Why does man under emo-
tional pressure produce this particular

spression of himself in verse? Answer
these questions by investigating the
cluitent, form, style, and effects of
the world's greatest poets. Read poe-
try, discuss it, probe its meaning,
write about it, discover its art in this
atialytical course.

LA-407 DRAMA: PAST AND
PRESENT .(2, 3)

Studs- the literature of the theater
from Greek and Roman tragedies to
the modern plass of Broadway. Get
an osauview of the great dramatists
of the world. Read plays hv Sopho-
les Shakespeare, Ihsere Cla.kboy,

Slyw. O'Neill, Williams. \Vilder. or
Miller to name a few. Analyze

thc cli-Ownts of dr,Ito.i, deana-
tie structure, the sohleties of style
and tee hnique. and charact('rization.

LA-408 A LOOK AT LIFE:
THE NOVEL Ii, 4)

The DO% el writer is limited only by
the extent of his irmi4mation, Hr is



not hound by time or space; the
(Lira' rs max be ill1;c4Iii.,rv . or t1;,.v
may lie Lased upon the .oithor'sk.x-
perienee with- real people. Imaginative
Werature coneerns itself with life and
people of interest to the reader. The
novel will provide entertainment and
an opportunity for the student to
know himself and human experiences
better.

LA-409 IMPRESSIONS OF AMER-
ICA (AMERICAN LITERA-
TURE SHORT COURSE)
(1, 4)

Take a look at America through. t
eyes of some of her greatest writer .

Literary giants stair .is
Steinbet 1. F.iulkner, Thonau, Whit-
man. aison, Tss aol, Sandburg.
Poe XX I read, discussed: and dif-
ferent lii will he explorod and
evaluate( . An emphasis (in life styles-
in .'tur() (Ill aimed toward a realiiation
that hteratlif, hic ,,war,_
tress may ionyiiiee the student that he
is not \EW: he is lust NOW.

LA-4.10 PURITANS -ROMANTICS
(AMERICAN LITERATW:E
COMPREHENSIVE) r'

Purist? Realist:'(Bolualitleist?
American how is s con- Il(..ritage
ed by these fillets? From
Edward's sermons '0, Poe's st
The Criteille-is .t drastic
Anwrican ;In, I syritite.
flow? RE,ND, ANAI.17E, D
SEARCH for felt's Alit Answer I I-

ate wriat you are .:nd why Ill
certain beliefs ,

hold With till' tl all-
ty can be found only througl it, r
freedom Be challenged
hy some of Anneri( 's great,- ads-
cis and writers ci)Ini),IIX
criticisms .111(1 pon)ler their nu! ats.
Anal. ourself x ho
are 1 ot Purist _Realist.
cast?

LA-411 TWAIN MODE"
REALISM (AMEF
LITERATURE CO.
HENSIVE) (3, 4,

Take off those (dor( .

and see the world AS it rr.lils flas
OUr world ellair.i..ed bolo '!it ton,
when Tss ain ti.15 (led on The
srj Or L pewis ex,rsed the
ot
r

g cit'.6 life to todas, loll XX 111111

to BMW h's Manchthl IT, rromi,,I
Land - or has, \\ hali...,cd our
W.IX' if ii Okitat it it Set' th, maturing
of Alllerll'a \ ar d e to
Vorhl Nl'ar It Probe the p-x
cal I fIrlls of war dud industrialism
on the Amerwan conscience.
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LA-412 GIANTS OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE (SHORT
COURSE) (1, 4)

.-

Mueli of our American heritage has
its r9ots in English history. Further-
more, the fact that we share the same
language has created a bond between
our two countries. But even if we
shared no cionmon ties, 'the greatness
of the writers the British Isles have
produced would command our atten-
tion. Chaucer, Shakespeare, Tenny-
son, the Romantic poets. Dickens,
Shaw these and others have given
the world some of its greatest mo-
ments in literature. Discover for your-
self why these have Woo world-wide
acclaim, w hy their works have given

.thein immortality.

LA-413 BEOWULF SHAKES-
PEARE (ENGLISH LITERA-
TURE COMPREHENSIVE)
(3, 4)

(:0 Flom mist-shrouded land of
monsters and stiperstition 1l'Olet1/1.
throlerli the 1111111, /I' Mill pathos of
(liau, el.'s short sto) ies. tf) the racial
and 111l 1.11 PION( hrs forth in

spear,''s phis IL- the world
( 11,11:1,,, I III the 1,1mIr, of year.
of it , ne, . (If) problem ,
1,1 5.5 ir (.,,, ;1) sew,
us? H.,. halacti I? Or ea I
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e lilt

AW
iERATURE
!SIVE) (3, 4)
(tt -t minds

!",11,1sx'

! ,atirists
aiditiote and
f of writers

ol
o,,) pei,.

N'n respoildn444 to
the rele,i,t, me. nature
bealits sentiment Wt.. Polling the
snide:it deep into the 51in-1d of ideas

often disLiiised by symbolism
and ision tbs is one of oni-
most halleriguig ( ourses.

L4-415 TWENTIETH CENTURY
AUTHORS (1, 4)

Probing ;he present and predicting the
future,. here is 1 ( ourse superbly role-
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1-
vant to our times. How did Amdica
and indeed the world get in the shape
it's in. This course traces the Wild
up to our present crises from the be-
ginning of the century and the various
literary reactions to them. Attention
is given to some of the so-called sci-
ence fiction wrAers whose prophecies
are now realitiel Alsci, discussion of
the rejuvenation of gothic lechniques
in writing and cinema ("Dark Shad-
ows," "Night Caller," "The Inno-
cents") adds to ths relevancy of the
course..

LA-416 SHAKESPEARE (1, 3, 4)
"Ile was not of- an age but for all
time." Therefore tills course is de--
signed for an in-depth study of
Shakespearean drama. An intensive
study of his dramatic technique will
be applied to his skill in creating
characters. Ills amalgaination of the
i0:4115- human qualities. whielyunder-
lie the behavior of man, the artistry
I.t his humor, the complete-symphonic
liarinonv of his poetry will be es-

Pupil-teacher selected plays
iii ,,erve as the liasis for this course.

\-417 THE BIBLE AS
LITERATURE (1; 3, 4)

you belir.ye that -King Solo-
hi) 700 wisl4s and 300 eon-

Was lir worhk w4sest man?
-ist [knoll to illustrate his
carn 1 oott tIle history, pot.-
s. and customs of the Israelite

tile revolutionary man
'sus Christ. You will be as-
'» discos er the Bible's influ-
,rt. music, architecture. Ian-
-1 the literature of Western

SUCH AS THOSE LISTED IN,
J DIVISIONS WHICH FOLLOW

BE INSTIGATED BY TEACHERS
BY STUDENTS. TWENTY WILL LIKE-

. BE THE MINIMUM REGI RATION
OR OFFERING ONE OF THES

THEMATIC APPROACHES
TO LITERATURE

LA-501 THE THEME OF LOVE (4)
I,t \ ho can resist this course?
The Oays of Romeo mul Joint, West
Sitle Story, and Cyrano (h. Bergerac
will provide a compact body of ...;read-'
log matter from the Ifith, l7th:aAd
2.0th enturres with all kinds of ex-
periem Thrtir pI,IX'S cover, in effect,
the shod story, noxel. drama, poetry,
and essa . "Hwy offer narration, ex-
position, (lescription arid trgurrienta-
tnni. An exedlent sounc ot material



.
to teaelt critical thinking. \that
changes the years have brought! We
are,not now .one with the actors; we
are onlookers, slightly aloof.

. '
LA-502 THE THEME OF REVENGE

. : (2,:3)
If lovels the most powerful force for
good; in, the world, then revenge Is
surolfsibe most potent force for evil.
A impparative study of The, Scarlet

4 Letter, Handel, and 81nlirj Dick shows
--swhat happens when revenge becomes

i the prime motivator in a. person's
life,la.st Isolating, then gradually de-
strbying the one possessed and driven
by fts riassion. This course presents

coniprehensive study of these-three
literary masterpieces, separalely and

tively. StUdies in psychology.
, and literary techniques

I* ts throe authors in question
the depth mf this study.

LAMM MAWS INHUMANITY
TO MAN (4)

g Prejudice often plays havoc in life.t
The sing side may have every-

! fillting(Nts favor, but prejudWe often
'keeps us from admitting the good.
Open-mindedness is one of the great-
est yirtues in life. It means the practice
of thinking everything thr oug li,
weighing the arguments on both sides
of a question before deciding opow
i course of action. This course will
deal with awareness and sensitivity
to the problems of the world's down-
trodden as revealed in such works as
Edwin Markham's 'The Man with
tisk Hoe: de Maupassant's "A Piece
of String Black Like ..Me by John
Griffin, Was !Warner by George Eliot,
The Diary cl Anne Frank, To Kill A
Mockingbird, Steinheck's Grapes of
Wrath. ..

ENGI C'

LA-504 LITERATURE OF SOCIAL
PICOTEST (4)

The plowshare or the sword . . .
dove or a bomb? What are the ques-
tions and underlying causes of social,
racial, and political unrest? This

-course gives you the opportunity to
analyze and evaluate writings which
deal with the oppression of man' and
the' censorship of his ideas. Study will
%%try as broadly as the lyrics of popu-
lar songs hy Joan Baez or John Len-
non to Thoreau's work Cied Di.wbedi-
enCe. Satires, such as those by Orwell
and the tfuxleys, and an exifinination
of current issues will include the writ-
ings of James Baldwin and others.
THIMATIC ANO AUTHOR COURSES
pramorno elf TITLE ONLY HAVII

NOT YET BEEN WRITTEN. WILL BE
MADE AVAILABLE IF REGISTRATION
INDICATES ENOUGH INTEREST.

LA-405 MAN'S SEARCH FOb
UTOPIA (4)

LA-406 BOOKS THAT CHANGED
THE WORLD (4)

LA-4'07 WAR AND PEACE (4)
etc408 THE LITERATURE OF

DEMOCRACY (4)
LA-4'69 MIND PROBES INTO THE

FUTURE: SCIENCE
FICTION (3, 4)

CONCENTRATED STUDY' OF
ONE OR MORE AUTHORS

LA-601 MARK TWAIN (4)
Remember Rd .Ifiilbrook's Mark
Twain Toni,ht? Everyone is a grown-
np Hock Finn. Why not study.t
genii's of Tss.iin in depth and Co
pare the rebels, his pen created '
today's r4.1)el? A look at Twain's *on-
cern with vital attitudes toward fam-
ily, religion, education, race, death
will offer bases for comparison and
analysis of today's society. Twain, a
successful writer of romance arid real-
ism, is also a western humanist and
sensitive social satirist who believed
in the importance of the individual.
The individnal and concern for the

these are the concerns of the
youth of tk. seventies, Discover for
yourself why Huck Finn is a classic.
Eind out how One book can he rated
superior as an autobiography. picares-
que road novel, and a study of dialect.

10)-602 ERNEST HEMINGWAY (4)
LA-603 WHITMAN - SANDBURG-

FROST (2, 3)
LA-664 ROMANTIC POETS (2, 3)
LA-605 RUSSIAN WRITERS (2, 3).
LA-606 STEINBECK (4)
LA-607 WOMENWRITERS (4)

Mathematics

For your convenience the math offer-
ings have been divided into two cate-
gories. Tlw first group (applied
mathematics). is recommended for
those students who plan to go to work
or to a technical school following high
school. The second group ( pire
mathematics) is recommended for
those who plan to go to college or for
those who plan a career Mmath,
science, or some related fielT. These
are only general recommendations and
students are free choose courses
from either category.
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Plan to boy a car, borrow money, in-
vest yolir sayings, open a checking si
account. purchase insurance, plan a
budget. compute your own tax, rent
or buy a lumse? Can you qo the arith:
metie required to calculate interest,
balance your checkbook, or carpet
your floor? The answers to, these
questions can be found in'ethese .

cotIrse);.

M-101 FOUNDATIONS OF MATH.
(3 Quarters)
Prerequisite: Norse

This eourse is designed to make the
student more proficient in the basic
mathematical skills necessary forev-
eryday use.. The course pros-ides the
opportunity for the Cadent to review
and ockma hisknow ed ddi 'on
and subtraction, mu plication an
division with whole norobers. fiac-
tions and decimals.' Additional topics
should include percent. ratio and pro-
portion, measurement, elementary
equations, and introductory geometry.

M-102 CONSUMER MATH
(3 Quarters)
Prerequisite: None

Consumer Math is designed for the
student who wishes to use his money
wisely. The goal of this course is, to
enable the student to 'solve everyday
problems that require basic skills and
applications of arithmetic computa-
tion.

OR _

Does your future include course work
in a technical school? These courses ,`
may be noedlyl to give, you the mathe--
matical bactgroond for your work
there.

M-103 ALGEBRA I (3 Quarters)
Prereqvgite: None .

This course intrAuces and develops
the -structure oL algebra. It explains
signed numberi -and the use of a let-
ter lx or yl to represent the un-
knowns in a problem. Linear equa-
tions and inequalities, special prod-
ucts and factoring, algebraic fractions,
graphs, radicals, and the quadratic
equation are studied.

M-104 GEOMETRY (3 Quarters)
Prerequisite: None

This course is di:voted to the study
of.plane. solid, and coordinate gixnne-
try. Some of the basic conupts are
mu'.usiuruum\u'm,t. commien«.. inequali-
ties, perpendicularity. parallelism,

eonstnntion, 'area, and
volume. These concepts are applied
to lines. rikyS, seumeots arid other gco-
metric figures. Emphasis is placed on
strneture and logical reasoning.

17
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belOW are listed by leveI of work that ;All be required
3: .:t-.1dclit. Select the areas of and 1,eve1 at which
7-. the.most comfortable in workinr:-. The levels of work
dr- toward future goals°you expect:to ptirsue. .Please study-

':,fully before you select your cburSes.:' The =ber after
indicatesthe range of the levels to be taught.

1 - Students who have exhibited superior academic
achievement.

2 - Students who are planning to at:.tend a four-
year college.

3 - Students planning to attend a two-year college,
industrial school, or a nursing future.

4 Students planning to enter the work f3rce upon
Lraduation.

,-- 5 - Students who have experierTced little if any
academic success.

.po:oitory Writing (1-3)
search Paper (1-3) 'Not recommendd fur suphomore

Ea:;ic Composition and Reading (4-5)
7rLat1ve Iriting (1-3)

Basic Reading Skills (4-5)
:,;ople and Literature (3-5)

iurvey Speech Course (1-5)
- :ass-;Iedia (1-5)
- Journalism I (1-3) First semester

Journalism II (1-3) Second semester

Dr,Ima Techniques (1-4)
EngliSh-I (1-4) Juniors and seniors - irst

.semeste-r
.11::ines3 English II C1-4) Juni)rs and ,.eniul-s -

semester
' ) :.::abulary Building (1-5)

Kuth in Literature (3-5)
6 - Poetry Appreciation (1-3)
7 -. The Hero I (1-2)

Bible as Literature (1-5)
Advanced Theatre Teulitlique (1-3)

- Southern Literature II (3-5)
1 - Southern Literature I (1-3)
2 Lost Generation (1-3)

- Protest Writing (1-3)
4 - Satire and Humor (1-3)
5 - History of the Theatre .(:1-3)

7 - Non-Fiction (1-4)
8 The TT
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- Shakespeare's Age, (1-2)
..: American rovel (1-3)

- lumanities 1 (1-2) First semester - selected sophomores

- flumanities II (172) Second semester - selected pophomares

- Supernatural Literature and Communications (2-5) ,

- Black'Literature (1,-3) Seniors only

Romantic Movement in'the Western World
Novel of the Western World \14-3)

Drama, Comedy, and the Stage (3-5)
Early English Literature Survey (1-3)

p. 129

(1-3)
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PERNATURAL LITERATITE AND COMMUNICATIONS (05 POINTS)(2 - 5)

1! Is a literature course dealing with vafious aspect's of the

past, present, and future. It-is not an attempt to

e.-rage the belief in any of the subjects discu'ssed or read

Literature covered includes short stories, novels, plays,
^

.,P,VEY SPEECH (05 POINTS)(1 5)
/*

1,1 a cours': which explores public- spe,aking techniques. Voice

!-;.'1-47ment, speeth preparation and delivery-are fhe main areas.

centratdon

DF:AMA TECHNIQUES (05 POINTS) (1 - 4)

1.;i! Vting/productton cour4e includi.ng stage Movement, voice

.r:-!%1::tion, acting techniques, presentation of memorized 'sCenes.

1.:A.gn, costume, makeup, and lighting-are discussed in some

I:37'.')RY CF THE THEATRE (05 POINTS)(1 ,- 3)

,f..rv-,;, r)arse in dramatic literature beginning with the classic

...I _oving to uhe absurb. Twenty representative .plays will

- , :7:;mparative paP'ers and objective tests ire used to

,.; .,. ,r..:..,gress.

410,
__.ArrANCED THEATRE TEOHNIQUE'(05 POINTS)(1 3)

course for students who are interested in acting and

::'t!qm,. Three, scenes will86e produced and eine, one-act play. .

DT-selected play and theory will be required. Prerequi-

5:! Drama Techniques .3.0 permission of the instructor.

- EXPOSITORY WRITING (G5 P0INTS)(1 - 3)

the logically oitganized paper with a clear thesis;'

t'.:y supports, and free of gross errors in spelling, punc-

diction, and syntax. These elements of grarltar will not

:ncqrporated as the need arises. This course is d,:signed

,--4dyn.-.5 who desire td practice
composition and grammar be-

!h? basic levP1.

A1D_HUMOR (05 POINTS)(1 3)

k
°- at satire from a literary and social point of view. It

man's accerftance of individuals and institutions at face

4.1liv. In either amused or bitter tones. About nine books are

and discussed during the semester as well as other shorter '

IF-rx5 such as poems, plays, short stories, musicals, cartoons,

'"^43, etc.
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BUSINESS ENGLISH I (05 points)

5,..%dy of language -skills necessary for-effective-communication;
art of listening and reading, spelling, grammar and punctuationg

BUJINESS ENGLISH II (05 points) \
cludes the psychology of effective communic4ion, writing ,

ftsranship and the art of dynamic speaking within _the framewrk
the business world.

BIBLE AS LITERATURE" (05 points)(1-5)

rief study of the history of the English Bible al Comparative
LI all English versionstontemporary and the King Járnes. A

.147 will be made of the influence of the English Bible upon our
-113h Language and upon English and American Literature: Memory
rk eLd themesvs4,Q;red. Student's preferred translation will

r textbook.

107

ROMANTIC MOVEMENT IN THE WESTERN WORLD (05points)

ln-depth study of-the Arthurian Legend and its impact upon English.
krIerican Literature and Theatre. Our heritage of ballads in
...ed with a survey of authors of the Romantic Movement: Tennyson,

rd Byron, Shelley, Keats, Longfellow, Hawthorne, Emerson, Poe,
A project or paper is 'expected.-

THE HERO I 1-2 0 oints)

%ire is 4 'gned to introduce the student to the various
O. the hero as presented in.fiction from early to modern

,,pproximately twelve stories poems, plays, and noVels will
4/cr studied in depth. SelectiOns to be studied will include:

as Oedipous Rex, Nacbethl.Pardise- Lost, Death of a Salesinan:r711e, and The Fixsr. Parallel reading will be required.T: :orral themes related to the changing concepis of the hero.Wrjtn0

J.1-24 4-0-paints)

c,.,urse, students will.become acquainted with Shakespearewr:ter of'histories, comedies, and tragedies through an in11'13udy of approximately ten representative plays. Emphasis-e placed on interputation and nnalysis of character and plot.
, MI NOVEL (1-3) ( ç points1

,

twelve American novels will be read and discussed in.,,:crlitibary
study and themes will be based on various novels.e traces the ,devPlopment oi;the u,vel fi-Jm the"terkth celitury until modern times.
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4vocabulary'Words throuzh group work, individual study, pnd

.

words. Weekly telts will require the student to apply

hz.s learned not juSt memorizati,pn.

bliscussions.
Aimphasis?ill be on.learning gr.oups

'L..713ULARY nILDIUG (05 points)

V;RITING (l-1) (05 points)

re:d a selection of short sto esi-poetry novels,

.3elections. In written assignments rading emphasis

pbced qn the creativety of the composition instead of

fLoc. The course will
erTZT:e-writing style for descriptions,

pmAry, and narrative.
'Each'student will-keep a weekly

t.

11,



4.
PROTEST WRITING: (05 POINT8)

IC of rebels, including current culture, ethnic, and anti-
, .

. .

.
.

iblishment works. Includes romantic poets 'and rebels in other
lds. A high level of reading and discussion ability required.. .

'lent will be required to purchase a-moderate amount oftmaterials.
for the squeamish. ,

.

'YOUTH IN LITERATURE (05°POINTS) .

Rated toward the kind.s of problems that face.youth today, as
)sed to those that may have facep' their parentr,grandparents.
student can expect reading assignmentsjrom nOvels, short
lies, Poetry, magazines, writing assignMObts based ost reading,
!ussions.and 'other oral work. Sample noveis -.Red Sky at
lIng; Tell Me That Yeu.Love Me, Junie Moon.

BASIC READING SK4LS: (05 'POINTS)

IldividUalized course to.help you re4 with, l,ess difficulty.
Igned for student for whOm reaiing hdp.neve-r-been as easy as
should or cou1 4 be: !

JOURNALISM: (05 POINTS)

,ired of Twig editorial staff writers, and open to.anyienter-
d student; is a two-semester course covering news-wrif"ing,
ure writing, and editorial writing: copy reading and Proof-
41pg; headline writing; make-up; history of American journal-
nd background of scholastic i,o.w7nalisrii...

'OM'
_

SOUTHERN LITERATURE: (05 POINTS)

!rs priEcipal Southerri writers with a.spAial 'unit on North
lina writers. Coursd ihcludesreading of certain required

for seminar or class diS'cusSion, other.optional,, extra7
it books for morning or afternoon-discUsuion with teacher
students, a brief look at Sduthern history and trends in
hern literature, group presentations of two seminor authors
,g any available audio-visual material or dramatic talent.
'se will end with Treparation of a. formal speech to.be pre-
ed to class. No textbook. BOoks availahle di litrary and/
,aper back book store.

-

SOUTHERN LITERATURE (05 POINTA)

lidy of Southernwriters selected'for,easy and enjoyabkle
ling. There will be a greatdeal. of grow) work in discussion
,00ks, preparation of bulletin boards1 bdck,covers, sk etc.
c composition and grammars skills wi 11.-triught in an asion-
;bort paper on books.readv. No textbcn1:. Books lva11 at
mry and/or paper back book store. .
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NON rIeTION4 (OS POINTS) .

110

,.,

is coutse deals with the problems and personalities of people

'through
selected essays, biographies, periodicals, historical.fic-

klon and prbpaganda.
TmphdsiS of the difference between fiction

isl

ed nonfictichn
will also be included. proiect differentiated ta

Pis abilities will be assigned on thp lives and thoughts of real

/plc uho are the subjects of nonfictional works.

%. I

. ASS *TrlIA:. (OS POINTS) .

Is course is designed to help the r der develop critical reading;

tstoningandviewing hahits in,rpg,rd to newspaperS, radio, maga-

iftss, tcleviSion, and'films. Stand rd language arts skil./1S are

sloped while encourag'ng student o become mere discriMinating

-ftstme's of mass. media. ,

hl.,CK LITERATURE: (OS POINTS)
_

VI course dehls with an in depth study ef the P1acl: man in
0.!

rt.:.1 through.the reading of selected biographies, autobiographies --.,

4 rovels hy and about Black Americans. there are short units

1 1 study poetry, art alid music which ipcidde the'Black man's

terrlry heritage in Africa-as well as-contepporary composition.

IS
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74iHE# T;IEST:MN W9RLDWi5 P().1::TF)(1 3)

f:7 to be an inonsiv(2.study of the novel as a-liter-

emphasiML:,:its use in England, France, arvi. Russia. The

is te enable.,the student to gain deeper insights into

.xperience's and values, !co develop the ability to examine

1:.!cording to 'its fntePnal structUr.,,, aridto digcovc,r the

Ir*.:s that have acburF':d in.thelonovl forrrf during its history.

,x4V:ltely twelve novels trill be studied _in depthand/or

durin,: the semester. kppropriate,written, and.oral

isions will be required. (Not.recommended for Sophomores.)

-.:!E ,TPRO J.' (05 POINTS)(3 - 5)

our3e is to be a study of types ef heroes from early to

5. rr, tirws. Included iil1 be a study of representative works

qs f1k talts, and other poems, short stories,, plays, and

i nvls. Short written and oral discussions will be in-

.

I

,
, _

('OPOSITION.AND READIN 0G (05 POINT ) - 5)
,

.

,

is designed tc5 teach basic .skills of simple compo-

'1 '4. -F;hasis will be on writinS: understandable senterves

7ir,...:raihs. grammar w gill be'interat.ed4nto the course to

....r,v s..tence structure and to serve as a base for'improved-

This course'is designed for thosu students'who have

?le! il!'i7ulty expressing.themselves and, have experienced little

': 7*.' stAcctiss. .

.;.%ANITIE3 (05 POI,NTS)(I - 2)

sophomc)res form a special two hour class of English and

-tnt,ory, highlighted by reading, field-trips, guest speak-

prj,:cts, and group work. /

LITERATURE (05 POINTS)(3 - 5)

-purse including a study of art, architecture, muic,-

T)hile)sophy. Field trips, speakers, projects, and

bc a complimentary part of this course...

A.I_CO:IEDY,.AND THE STAGE (05 POINTS)(3. 5)

7 'A* nusical comedy in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

, Includes reading, writing assignments, acting, and

-,,. A number of plays will be studied covering the
Ir.laz..

W,I3H LITERATURE SURVEY .(05 P0INTS)(1 3,A

Al^ reading and annlysis of Chaucer, Boccaccio, Arthurian
Prench romances, and some current'criticalworksr:r

, thti.hictory of the. English language.

, f
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art EiIG PHYrifl)(1 -

'his. Is a st.ly of 1:;r1d-'Za:. I pit W'orid War I culture.andients 1din. t tt ienaticn of the 'i.7)st Gener-,tion" writers.lncluds an r-1--d..:pth stu'dy r:f theitzgeralds, lc1ri CPw?ey, pootL-, CUM"IINP7s, Ltein, Dos Passos,nrt 7'cund, T. ::. Pilot, and roprostntntive poems,loom others. A brief s'..2tch cf mrowth of the Americanhc.atr,_ wiil be offerA, as well as :he Dad:I ft,ovement and thearlem Rehaisr,:_noe. Thls cour-ze will foc:15 upon the essential!'.-:rncter of he American and the foraLs that h-,ve contributed:4 the frmati_n of his ideals, (-_21s, and his t:mperament. Art,Ocial mores, 1-.1.iloo:]phicri1 2nd political tides of the 1920's willstudied. Reoulrtd Great Gntsby, A Parew, 11 torms, and two others cf Instruct_r's choice. *".cquired non-fiction:irfeis Return, Zeld-,, and sLI.cns
various maga:linos. '4wired short storif_s: thq.- ._ntire books, lon Revisited, and,r_4 Snows of Killmnrjaro, plus irdividual stor es of instructor'stAce. In addition to the required class read g, ench student11 be responsible f:Jr 3C0 IY1J%5 of parn11l r. ding each ninens well ns a c:71n11 i..ro,lect on 3Me cultural nspect of the11 each nine w,T.eko. Lh:.rt paporo and replrts will be assignedrourhout tho screst_.r.

6 POETRY APPRE=IN (05 FOPTIS)(1 - 3)

is is a Study ef seled poetry by major and min,r poets from
Ittlsas well as various typos .5^ po(_try 3U":ii 'Is the boll-id,

iteratur. This study will inciudo ilternry movements and
iret, 11771ei:4., haiku, opl-, narrntive, drnmatio mono-.p.1%., and ot.ners. Thc impdrt;!:) nnd 13 of ret2ph::.r,e, m'tcr,:tind oth-2r poctl 1.rms will h studJ. Studontsbe r..:xpe-c:t:_l to read bnckreund mlt,:rial n Po,2ts and thirs, to read nuerous pems, to dlocu.7s ext_noiv..ly in classoens and pccto :nd their te write shcrtcr.:1 and analyt.1:21 par,.h-s exlications. students1 Nno be asked

t.,,2 writ,,. creatively.
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